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FLORWA.GOVERNOR'S ENERGY AS
Patricia A. Temple Alicia, G. Harri'o'nueVo

. GRAM LEVELS: :All Florida students in grades 4 to 9

GENERAL ObJECTJVLS. To make aware of the energy situation p geheration of stu-
dents in an active, participatory manner with a reward for their knowledge
gain and Conservation efforts of a badge from their governor.

RATIONALE. For man) $ears, all elementary and junior high school students.in .

the United States have participated in the Presidental Physical Fitness.
program. .

.

A Card for record keeping are issued to all students and their push-ups, /

1

running time, etc., are kept. After all exercise activities are recorded,
,tudents meeting established, standards receive a Preskdential award. ,

....,_ -

. .
,

_ 1
What has the student proved in earning this award? The student hag used
human energ;, to reach desired physical applications and has become more
aware of 4ealth and healthful 6cercise.

.

he propose the establishment on the state level (tai,be extended nationally
if successful) of an energy award in order to generate interest, awareness,
and participation on a scale comparable to that of the Physical Fitness
ro ramp g .

/Living in the latter part of the 20th' Century will man ma
with the energy situation. This means knowledge of sour
forms of energy triot only human) but, also, energy that re
day life. .

d different
1!7;s to every-

For this reason, we are designing a program of awareness, involvement,
and understanding of the energy necessary for survival and calling it,
the "Florida Governor's Lnefgy Award" program. Those students who earn
the required points will .receive a badge from their governor'.

This program been designed to be interdisplinary with involvement of
Lnglish, Social Studies, Mathematics, Science, art classes and the prin-,
cipal. Awards can be presented.at aniend-of-the-year assembly.

,e have presented this idea to the Governcp'S' Energy office. If the idea/1

is not approved by that office, each county and/or sphocil and/or indivi-
dual teacher can implement, the program and award its own certificate or
badge.

. . INACTIVITIES: See card sample .
.

.

.

RLSOURCLS. 'Cards, badges, faculty involvement in an ihterdispfinary task to be
%

,interjected into the curriculum ,

EVALUATION 5iee care sample
or

.

NOTL. If lk are not .successful in obtaining a badge award; 151e-ase duplicate 64:
card and implerent the program.in your sthool/class/cbunty and award your
.4iwn certificates. If you do so, we would like to know of the 1esponses to
the program in order to use the info tion for obtatning some source 'of

revenue at either astate or federal 1 el in order to provide furkdkng.



Please write:

Alicia.Bark'ionuevo
32401S. W. 57 Avenue
Miami, Fl?rida 33146

et'

_,

GOVERNOR'S ENERGY AWARD1.

School City

4700 Al-mbra
Coral Clble Fl )11d,

33L4

Name of the student
. =

== = =

Science pr.jects and /or A
1reports (

B C D
3 1

Social tudies projects
and/or reports

ENERGY CONS'ERVATION.MON1- A
TOR-(l'week) 4N

Implementation of ideas to A
conserve energy 4

B

3

.0 D

C D

, 1

A !:3

. 4 2

. A

4 3

C D

1

Prepare and solve' ten factual energy
, -

related 15roblemsjA.M9th class
A

4

B

'3

C ..

2

D

1

1-
Book report on energy A
4English class) 4

B

3

C

2

D

1 /

-

One original poster on energy.
in the soheol (graded by Art Teacher)

Display A

4

B

3

C

2

D .

1

.

.

5 newspaper and/or magazine articles
with student Comment to 'English, Social
Studies, or Science Teicher

A

4

'B

3

C

P
2

.

D

1

.

,Day, aemblel, 'Other (i.e. , Energx dS
e.etc.)

. ,
' %

2 4 ,

"Points needed for the award = 32

7
'Certified by The School Principal

lb

4

2

1-

TOTAL

Rate

A

I
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13ADGE,
.

Sample badge for "FLORIDA GOVERNOR'S ENERGY AWARD"

'submitted Watricia TeMply and Alicia Barrionuevo

an,
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THE SCHOOL LIBRARlik: THE .ENERGY INFORMATION CENTER

PatricfalA Temple' Bc,rrionuo\

Sugested activities for energy awareness

1) Special energy section
2). Energy displays

'3) Book fair on energy
4) Posters :

5) Display of student art work on energy theme
6) Die energy topic'durintIlbrary Qrieniation
7) Energy Career Day
8) Special films on energy with follow-up by classroom teacher
9) Displays for Energy Day

10) Energy resqprce information to subject area teachers giving
a) printed materials
b) films-film strips
c) posters
d) pamphlets .

e) prepared units of instruction

11) Suggestion box for energy-s a4ing Ativitles
12) Photography contest with energy topic
13) Resource speakers
14) Pen Pal sponsorship with basic theme of correspondence to be energy
15) Bi-monthly energy information bulletin to faculty
1'6) Display of science energy-related projects
1,7) Annotated energy bibliography
18) Plate school library on mailing l&st of energy information suppliers
19)'Decorate Christmas tree with energy symbols
20) Work with art/graphics department to create bookmarks liecorated with energy

themes and distribute these in the library
21) Exhibition-demonstration of FPL Watt counter
22) Have selected energy sources readily available at Science Fair time
23) Sponsor recycling centers (i.e., newspaper, aluminum cans, etc )

24) Up-dates via PApyst,em of on-going energy-related activities (i e., television,
specials, magazine articles,

25) Honor noted energy contributors (past or present) with displays, biblio-
graphical information, etc.)

.

4
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CONSERVING ENERGY ON THE FARM

John E. Brown

GRADE: ath and 9th

Cathy Osborne

GENERAL OBJECTIVE To di,scover and explore energy and ways
conserve energy on the farm

KEY VOCABULARY:

Ampere A unit of measure for electric current.
?bpliance A device which does a special job, usudTly
electric.
Darrel° A liquid measure of otil, usually crude oil, equal
to 42 gallons or 306 pounds.
Chemical energy Energy stored in the structure of atoms
and molecules, which can be released by a chemical reaction.
Conserve To keep from being lost, wasted, or damaged.
Efficiency The ratio of work or energy output to the energy
input to do the work.
Electric current' A flow of charged particles, usually
electrons.
Energy The ability to do work, to move a force a certain
distance.
Fuel A substance.that can be burned to produce heat.
Fusion The joining togethr of atoms torelease energy.
Gasoline A fuel composed primarily of light hydrocarbons,
produced by "cracking" crude oil in a refinery.
Geothermal Energy Heat energy within the earth which pro-
duces steam when it comes in contact with air.
Kilowatt A unit of electric power equal to 1000 watts.
Kilowatt-hour A unit of energy or work equal to the use
of one kilowatt of energy for one hour.
Nuclear Energy Atomic energy, the energy released by chan-
ges in the nucleus of an atom in a reactor.
Volt The electromotive force which will cause a Current of
one ampere to flow through a resistance of one ohm.
Watt A metric unit of power used in electric measurements
of the rate at which work is done or energy used.

SEQUENCE OFACTIVITIES: (13) days

Introduction:

"Each of us is concerned with the rapid rising cost of gas-
oline, electricity and °Eller energy resources. The threat of
shortage in some and someday all of these hangs over our heads
every day.

"While over the long term, the United States will be able
to develop and put into production one or more alternative
sources of energy, the daylwhen these can offer a significant
substitute Co the more conventional kinds of energy is some
years off.'

Until that day Comes, we as farmers can take steps today
to reduce the ever increasng cost of energy and to ease the
threat of energy shortages. At the conclusion of this lesson
you will be able to save yourself some money and all of us

L)some vital energy.

r.
I N-)

r

ir-
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ACTIVITIES:

1. AskstuLiPnt: What is energy? Energy Coflservation?
2. Have students explore the meaning of energy as it rNates to Agilcultur.
3. Show the film "Energy Conservatioh."

- ,
,

4. Ask student: How energy is lost2 .
5. Conduct discussion on how energy is lost in the farmhouse. (Weatherizing,

Electricity, etc.)
6. 'Have students express opinion of Ways they can save energy mentioned above.
7. Show the film "How to Keep the Heat in Your House." k....
8. Read and discuss pamphlets on energy conservation.
9. ,Ask students how can they conserve energy in and around the farmhouse?

10. Show the film "Wood Heat."
11.'-Discuss the film (cost efficienty and etc.)
12. Have students design a model 'energy efficient farm.
13. Show film "Opening your Home to Solar Eneriv." Discuss filet. .
14. Show film "Organic Gardening Composting."
15. "Ask students: Is Gasohol' the answer to the farmers' fuel shoitage?
16. Examine and discuss what our oil Wineries get from a barrel of crude oil.
17. Discuss some alternative for our fuel shortage.
18. Ask student to surrey gas stations and compare cdsts of diesel, regular,

premium, unleaded and gasohol.
19. Ask students where does the electricity comes fr9 that is used on the farm

and what relationship does it have to fuel?

ti

'SKILLS (COMPEltNCIES) TO BE DEVELOPED:

1. Students will develop a knowledge
2. Students will develop a knowledge

page 27).
3. Students will develop and explore
4. Students will develop and explore

house.
5. Students will
6. Students will
'. Students will

the farm.

RESOURCES NEEDED

of energy apd the different forms of ene
of how energy is lost, (what' is energy?

ways energy is wasted in the farmhouse.
ways to conserve energy within th farm-

construct a model energy efficient farmhouse.
develop a knowledge of how they can save' fuel on the farm.
discover and explore alternative energy resours for fuel on

t

r gy

Textbook, Filmstrip, projector, screen, pencil and paper, p

Films
Bullfrog Films Inc.
Oley, Pa. 19547:

It*

6

1

I ;

tJ 1/
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"Getting the most from your garden"
"Home energy conservation series"
"Conserving energy"
"Organic gardening (Composting)"
"Opening your home to solar energy" ,

Other Resources:
1 _

"Fuel from plants," fact sheet, National Science Teachers Association.
"Energy and my Ertvirpnment," governor's Energy Office.

, "Energy conservation packet," Tennessee Valley Authority.
"Some useful facts on energy," Gulf Oil Corporation, 1981.
"What is Energy," U.S. Department of Energy, May 1980.

Pamphlets:

"A theological view of nuclea' energy," Nuclear News, Februajy, 1970.
"Facts about oil," American Petroletzm Institute.
"Two energy futures," American Petroleum Institute.
"Energy wise home buying," Tennessee Valley Authority"
"Energy-saving checklist for home builders, buyers, and owners," U.S. Depart-
ment of Endrgy.
"Electric saving," Tennessee Valley Authority.
'"Home Weathering Check List," Tennessee Valley Authority.
"Where do we put it," James Phillips, Department of Education.
"Alternative Energy Sources," Ronald Benrey and Robert Schultz, 1978.
"Solar Energy for-Agriculture," U.S. Department o5Iergy.
"Alternate Fuels%" Gulf Oil Corporation.
"The Solar Powdered Irrigation Pump," U.S. Department of Energy.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE: Observation

Quiz

1 0



GRAPH U.S. DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN OIL ANTI
rU.S. USE OF OLINE IN CAPS

C
Margo ie Congdon

N GRADE LEVEL: Fifth grade (math un

CEAERAL OBJECTIVES: To follow b
and construe
blems.

1

c math unit on charts/gldphs. Lt.irn to re,'
graphs., Use charts and graphs to ri,

VOCABULARY pictograph, bar graph, broken-line graph.

MATERIALS: pencil, paper, straight edge, graph paper (optional).

/WIT6TY 1: Construct a pictograph using the follohing chart tlith gives you
the average cost of imported oil.

t ANCUNTS10AID FOR CRUDE OIL BY THE UNItE) STATES)
(Dollars per barrel)

Year Price per barrel
$2.80

1970 2.96
1971' 3.17
1972 3.22
(1973 4.08

, 1974 12.52
' '1975 13.93

1976, 13.48
1977 14.53
1978 14.57
1979 21.00

ACTIVITY 2: American dependence on imported oil has changed over the years.
Construct a bar graph illustrating this.

UNITVID STATES DEPENDENCE ON PETROLEUM IMPORTS-
.

,Year,

,of barrels per day)

Oil Imports
1969 3.t
1970 3.4
1971 3:9
1972 4.7
1973 6.3

I
1974
1975

6.1

6.1
1976 7.3
1977 8 8
1978 (.2 a

1979 8.3

S



Acriki a 3. over the the mileage (mite-, per gaIlon)t of U.S. cars has

yalied. Co trIzct a broken-line graph showirjg this change.

(Hint: Us 13.0 as the starting point of your vertical axis.)

U.S.. MYR/1013111 AVERAGE MILES PER GALLON'..

Year Miles per_gallon

67 13.93

1968 13.97'

1969 13.63
,1970 13.57'

1971' 13.5'

1972 13.49

19"3

19 "4
13.10
13.43

1975 13.53

19-6 13.76

1977. 13.94'

1/4ACTR,ITY. 4. Pelow is ,.chart shoi,ing the average number of miles driven by

U.g: dilers. Use the, information to make a broken-line graph.
A s, slant: Round to the nearest hundred) .

. a

AVERAGL NIMBER OF MfLES DRIVEN BY CARSU.S.
4

4,

40

Year Average.miles per car

MP 4.4

1967

1968
1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

9,531

. 9,627
.9,782

., 9,978
10,121
10,184
9,9'92

9,448
- 9,634

.9,763

9,839

....,

Use the graphs yeu have made and the' information given you in

chart form.to ari.:swer'these questions.

1. Pow much money do the United States pay for imported oil in 1970?

(4,673,360,000)
.

.

2. Vow much money.do the United States pay for imported oil it 1973?

($9,382,960,g00)
3. ully much didlImported oil cost. the United States in 1974? ($27,873,780)

4. 011!. was there such a jump between the years 197-74? (OPEC embargo)

5. U much did imported oil cost the United States in the most recent year

for which information is availiable? (63,619,500,000)

(3. The?e are about 100 million cars .in the United States. About_how many

1 gallons of gasoline were used by the Ameilican automobile in 1977?

(70,6000,000,000)

91, 4.,
n

...

I
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7. During'which year did Ameridabcars get the Poorest gas mileage? (1973)
ii.' During whicji year did American gasoline consumption fall off?, (1974)

. . / .
.

I0t4 TEE'AVERAGE AMERICAN CARS; ARE DRIVEN ABOUT 10,000 MILES PER YEAR.

,.9. Based on ib,ouo miles per year
that gets 1.3 miles per gallon,

, -10.1 Lbw much does. the owner of car
in a year?'/-$99P.70)

11. Based on10,000 miles pbr year
that gets 45'miles per gallon,

.12, Now much does the owner of car
year? ($866.66)

how many gallons of,gasoline does 'car A,
use in a year?(769)
A pay for gasoline, at.$1.30 per gal4on,

, has many ga llons Of gasoline does L
use in a year? ($666.66)
"B pay for gad at$1.30, per gallon,

al B,

in a

13- Basedtn'10,000 per yelr, ilow many gallons' gasoline does car C, that
-,I, , .

:,. gets 24 miles per gallon, use inea year') (4171
.

° "14. much does the owner of car Ckpay for gas, at$1.30 per gallon. th a
k year. $542.10) . . .. ...

-IS.. flow much money is saved by,drving car12: rather than car A? (133104)
16. flow much money is saved by driving car C instead of car A? (5457,60)

%/7. Find out how many miles per gallon your family.cats get and approximately

.

how many mires each is driven in a year. Calculate the cpst of-gas (for
a year) for each car. .

i
*18. lbw much-money and gasoline could be saved by trailing one of these cars

*19. List severalsways to improve gas mileage.
*20. 'List the things you Learned while working with this, unit.

floulnity ask an adult to help you with starred,9uestiOns.

for a staller one that gets 30 mpg?.

0. 0 a
EV4LUATION. The evaluation of.thls unit could consist of obse -ing the graphs

produced by the Children. '

.

1. "Energy fo r Today and Tiforrow" Energy Conservation Research, Malvern,
Pa. 19355. page 2 CT

'2. :Ibid..page 1
, 3.. Ibid. 'pag 7 ..

4. Ibid. page 7
t

. .. .

' POST SCRIPT. Activity $pislpod not only for mading and using graphs beis
good as an activity in problem solving.

11

0

I

13.

kit

.
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1. . Patricia,Stradley

GRAE LEVU: Sixth Giade.(social spdies unit),.1 .

AlptikAL'OP..1.1CTIVESI' To follow unit in basal text. The student will become

aware of the.rolg'the Middle East plays In the supply.
t

.00

MIDDLE EAST OIL

of oilfor the United States. Map skills, reading skill$,
_research akiklis,-and r4,1e playing will be involved.

lOcABULARY: Crude of refinery, OPEC, tanker, import, export, consumer, petro-

1 eurf, J',11; . .

,.. '

r

MATERIALS LAUDED: 1. Woila outline map 7
N_ 2. Ceay5Ins

.

.
3. Social studies book that is appropriate for.sixth

e
.

r grace and includes Middle Eastern unit. .

4. 'Tips for LnergyeSavers." Consumer Information,

Pueblo, Colorado 8l009.
S. Fact Sheet #9,?10, and 11. "Energy Conservation,"

by John Fowler.
c/o National Science leachers Association, Washington,D.C..

Useful Facts on Energy," Gulf Oil Corp., January,

1981.
7. "The AFC's of Oil," Public Affairs, Gulf Oil Corp.,

P.O. Box 1563,.11obsten, TX 77001.

.8. "Facts About Oil." Amezican Petroleum Institute.Atlas
ACTIVITY 1 : C h u world outline map nsre the following:

a. Saudi ',Tahiti and its capital

b. ,Iraq and its capital

. - c. await and its capital
d. Oman and its capital a

'e. U.S.A.-and its capital :

f. U.S.S.R. and its capital ----)

g. Afgani . and its capital

h. Qatar flft. s capital

, . i. Isr . Y4'ei ts capital
j.. NO' a' *-16an Sea

k. Persian GulT ,
.

1. .'Atlantic Ctean
-m. Pacific Ocean)

't
p. Gulf of Mexico

* o. Strait of liontuz

* p. Indian Ocean.

ACTIVITY 2: a. Draw in on the map, using a dotter line, the transpoitation
routes on Middle Eastern oil to United States ports.

b. Color red the country that is the world's largest oil prodacer.

c. Color green the country that is the world's largest consumer

, of oil.
d. Labe] three ports at which oil tankers arrive in the United

States.

n1.4

C7.1.

- 1

i
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e. Make a key for your majiat includes capitals, nal' fez-
, . tdtion routes, colors, and ports. ,t.

---,

ACTIVITY 3: Apswer .the fondiging queseicins using. social studies hobs, grdph,-.,

,
and booklets for information. 0

.

-

a. Does the U.S. consume more energy that it prOdWes? (yes)
b. hhit area of the world provides the U.S. with most of.its

,
. imported'o41? (Middle East)'

c. What treansbf transportation must Middle Last oil use to miks.
the U.S.? (tinker)

. d. 'List the bodies of water a tanker would .travel from Saudi
Arabia to New Orleans. (Persian Gulf, Strait of Hgrmuz, Indian

. 7." Ocean, Altlarltic Ocean, and Gulf of Mexico)
e. Why is entifol of the Strait of hormuz important? (Controls

transportation) . .
,

f. Does U.S.S.R. have access to the Persian Gulf? (no)
g. 1@y would they like to hIlde control? (control oil shipment)
h. hbuld the U.S. like this? (no)
i. why or why not? (would be at the mercy of U.S.S.R. for oil)

143. What religion is predominant in 3be Middle East? (Islam) f
k. %bat isithe U.S.S.R. stance or religion? (oppose).
1. How would this affect the feelings of Middle Eastern countrie),

toward being ruled by U.S.S.R.? (resistance)
m. %hat would happen if the U.S. could no longer buy Middle last

nil? (not enough energy)
n. hhat,can the U.S. do to solve our problem about using more

petroleum than we produce? (answers will vary)
o. Using the lists provided choolse products you consider impor-

1
tant in your life? Why? (answers will vary)

p. Which S of these 15'would-you least like to give up? Why?
(answers will vary) ,

q. Which S of these 15 could you most easily give up? (Answers
4

, 'will vary)
r. What is the chief product of the Middle East? (oil)
s. Do you think the Middle East people want to sell then oil

as fast as they can? 'Why or why not?
t. %hat does OPEClOtand for? (Organization of Petroleum Export- ,

ing Countries) 0

u. Name the OPEC countries. (Indoneiia, Ecuador, Veneiuela,

/ Libya, Algeria; Nigeria, Gabon,,Saudi Arabia, Iran, Qatar,
Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, and Neutral Zone)

. .

ACTIVITY 4: Role playing Press Interview (directions for teacher)

Asa culminatini activity the students will role play a press interview.
The class will be divided into, small groups with.each group member assigned a
Character to depict. -

The roles can be Ali Rodi, an Arab oilman; Simon Jones, a Texas oilman,
-Tillie Lind, mayor, Brooke Dorsey, and Steve Robertson, reporters for The Oak
Ridge r.

12
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//7
1.

f
,.

11 prei,,a14 sole plz,mng, the tez.chei must discv5s ,111S1.1.0.leW

indiAidua] .tudents the atti'tu4es, opinions, and.facts gleaned from the study,
rules ,ue assigned time mist be proNided for each student to plan MS role.

.Croups time to discuss their plans for dialogue and costuftes.

Since st44nts often-live difficult], initiating an oral activity, the-
teachei should bcprcpared to begin the' inteniew. An example might be, "Ladies

and gentlemen of the piers, 1 would like to present the mayor, Tillie Lind.
who will introduce yoti our visitor, Sheik Ali Rodi."

As each gicup fihisties its ptesentation: t time.lor audience and teaciler
lear.t,ca is provided beitcre the nextegroup's giveitheir version of the interNiew.

1.
final Lritique will eidluate the entire actNity and will cover attitudes and

opinions developed by CIN,,,,,lass meribots. 2

(}hf following activity 'sheets should be gil,en to the child play ing each' chai-
.

acter). Ob:ectives.fprAhe'rcles-play characters: .

. I

Arab o Jrrat dpilist intenention in Arab affairs by foreign interests
wants c high rrice, fen Lis oil
willing to make deals for rivde'..s he re> Lecc.,
wants ,to itaKe rsure that his oil is not depleted (used up)

AF

lexac* 6ers that :fiddle East oil ma), be controlled by unfriendiv
.

government or interests
wants lowest price possible from'Arabs

Mayor wants b.4siness from both Arab and Texan; friendly
.

Mayor
, .

, .

;) Reporters wants to know what prices are being charged
wants to know what deals were made (weapons, food, defense, nuclear,

. . ', power plants)
1% .

are we getting mouth for American demands?
. is the Arab goveimment stable

--. how do Ardbsnmfeel about Russia? .

how do Arabs feel about Israel? %.
.

. how do Arabs*el aboutthe United States? -4.
. , #

CVACTIM IO\
A .

04

Answer the f6llowing questions in complete sentences.
I. Comraie the consumption and production of oil in the Middle Last and the

United 5tatesv
4,

2. hhy is the U.S. conceAed abod the governments of the Middle Lastqrn coun-

tries' ,4

-3. hlidtac&I you do to conserve energy?

APPENDIX - handouts

from Lnergv in the°Clobal Marketplace, November, 1978. National Science

VicherA Association, Washington, D.C.
'Petro:dollars: The Problem of Too Much Money" (article)
"I rom Those%hho Have to Those Rio-Want" (map)
"World Energy' Consumption" (graph)
"Merage 0.S. Daily Imports'of Crude 011 by Country of Orgin" (chart)

*

C



N..

.

, from - Tom Walker, Gulf Qil, Atlanta Office ,.

"OPEC" (chart) .
. .

I.

"198G. World Crude Supply" (chart) , .

"World Consumptibm and Rqzeryes of Petroleum". (chart & graph)

. .

from En&rgy Transitions in U.S. History, June 8 9! U.S.
Department of Energy', Office of Education, Business and Labor :Affair,,
Technical Informatron Canter, P.O. Box 62,'Cak Ridge, TN 37830
'"U.S. Crude Oil Production and Total Consumption of Petroleum" (graph!

. "Oil: Bright' Promise" (List of products made from oil)
?

4 a/

'1

.
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tudentHand-out: PETRODOLI.ARS: THE i:

immoral*

PROBLEM OF TOO MUCH
MONEY

Imagine having a product to sell that has a,. I
value of: the entire U.S. farm crop; all
the steel produced in the United States for
four and a half years; 10,000 fighterair-
craft; 3,200,040 private homes; or all,the
cars anck trucks produced in the U.S. for
three and a half years.

ow?
The members of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) are in this unique
position. OPEC is composed of the thirteen oil
producing nations of the Middle East, Africa, .

gukral America, and South America who to-
gether

*,

control ovdr half of the world's oil
reserves.. The sale of oil brings in more th.in
$125, billion a year to OPEC nations. The

, cost of producing oil in the Middle East coup-
. tries'in particular, is low, and therefore

much of this,6come is clear profit.
; .

This enormous, wealth is new to most of the.
OPEC nations. Ontil the 196114's, the large,
multinational oil companies controlled the
production and sale of oil. Because there
was an abundance .of' oil and 11ttle competi-
tion, the multinational corporations were
able to keep the price of oil low .and reap
a great profit.

In'1960 the oil producing nations decided
they wanted to obtain more money from the
sale of their oil. At first OPEC was success-

, ful only in keeping the price of oil from
dtopping. In 1973, however, Arab OPEC na-
tions embargoed the sale of oil to some in-
dustrial nations. Wheri #.4e embargb was
lifted OP 4 convinced now of its power,
r4ised t ricer of oil rom $2 a barrel
to $1 er rre1 Alth7abgh there has been
some nternal disagreement about the wis-
dom of .this high price, OPEC has managed
to keep the price of oil high.

0: 4
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With the increase in the price of oil, there
has been a huge increase in the amount of
money in OPEC nations. This incoms is being
dsed to help OPEC nations develop). OPEC
countries must import most of their manufactured

..- goods, and some of their food. It is thp-
profit they collect Er6M the sale of their oil
which pays for these goods. Many OPEC govern-
mentstave diredted the money to badly-needed
programs in housing, health care, education
and industrialization.,

For many Middle East OPEC members, a large
part of their oil profit is used for defense.

. Weapons and armies4are expensive, yet the
situation in the MAddle East has prompted the
OPEC nations to buy planes and weapons. They
purchase these from the inqustrialized coun-
tries.such as the United.States, West Germany

. and the Sqviet Union.

r

,

ven with developing programs underway and,
igh defense spending, the OPEC countries
still haveenormous amounts of money. In

' creasingly, they invest this money in other .

nations around the word such as Great Britain
and the United Stakes. Among the companies
partially ownedby Arab and other OPEC nations

. are: ,,Daimler Benz, manufacturers of Me2cedes
Benz automobiles; Arizona Land and Cattle /

.Company of Phoenix; Kiaweh Island, South Caro- . .

Una; Krupp 9<e-el Works of West Germany; ', - .

\,

Security National Bank of San Jose, Califor-
nia. N--

Money that the oil producing nations earn
from the sale of oil and then r 'nyest in
other nations is referred to as petrodollars."
Some people are afraid that th' investment
in American industries by.foreign nations is
danyerobs. It may give 'too much power to
these (reign nations. Qther people point out
that the petrodollar investments haNe helped
to suppOkt Ameripan industry. These invest-
ments also mean thit some of the money the
United"States spends on oil is brought pack (

tb the country. ,

.

, f
, , .
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StUdent
Handolit :

Oil: Blight Promise

,

..I
011-Ased'14:oductd

,.e
antenna cable
credit cards .1

permanent-press clothes
hearts :tfalveS
cray,onS

. disposable' diapers
parachutes

enamel
pransparent tape
vinyl sidkns
safety flares
bble bath

b okrlds
deodorant
parity hose

beaspgeapis
plastic tubA.
(rag rugs
nch boxes

3erseys
windshield wipers

..,phonograph
cad` sound insulation
garment bags

fences
kitchen counter tops
pillows
dune buggy bodies
checkers
soap dishes
syringes
shoes
vorleyballs
sleeping bags
eletrician's tape
mascara :-
flags
oxygen masks
ink":
hair spray
steering wheels
food wraps
rubber duckies
seedtape

ti

4

card tables
ping pong paddles

weedkillers
foobball pads
puzzles
carbon paper
dishdrainers
puppets
upholstery
hearing aids
eAphones
whistles
clothesline
carpet sweepers
chess boards
yardsticks
slip covers.
patio screens
mats-

eLrigerator linings
floor wax,
panelling
earrings
false eyelashes
no -wait floors
golf balls
lighter fluid
attache cases
wet suits
laxatives
trash cans
brassjeres

. acryliccpaints
vacuum bottles
bearing-gre se
rafts
sockets
tiles

' air-conditiondrs
wallets
backpacks
rubbing alcohol
epoxy glue
oil filters.

VI

4

1
I
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mailboxes
uniforms
pacifers
cassette tapes
luggage
antifreeze
flashlights
motorcycle helmets'
antibiotics $

shower doors
sugar bowls
decoys
tobacco pouches
pencils
model car's
garden hoses
lawn sprinklers
playing cards
dolls
bubble gum
coasters
straps
tires
rulers
boat covers
unbreakable dishes

1 toothpaste
tents
finger paints
glycerin
foot 'pads
lamps

.ice cube trays
swimming pool liners
cough syrup
hair dryers
styrbfoam coolers
.brake.fluid

."( draperies .

car battery cases
hockey pucks

knitting yarn
sandwich bags
.tableclothe's
'toothbrushes

. notebooks
darts
lea collars

1'/stadium cushions
hang gliders
sandals,
lipstick
electric blankets

.7 I

lamp.shadbs..
skateboard wheas
guitar stings
jugs '

` eyeglasses,.

vinyl tops,.
TV cabinets
measuring tape
water softeners
microfilm
tennis bhIls
measuring cups
dishwpshing liquid
extension cords
combs
,plastic varnish
badminton birdies
bird feeders
hair curlers
lahinates
visors
tennis rackets
canisters
computer tape
ammonia
gaskets
mpnkey bars
venetian blinds
digital clocks
life jackets
model planes
insect repellent
fishing net
hair coloring
rubtber cement

18
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\ a2^

Number'Of Countries'
\Very Diverse Group'

OPEC

13

Most Common Denominators
Total World Oil Reserves)

OPEC Reserves

% Of World

.............. .

Arab OPEC Reserves

% Of Werld..4
1 % Of Free World11

Total Wcrld Populati4

Arab OPEC Population

% Of World

% Of Free World
t.

StGtel(tri- ittliCt)CiOtAt

Ethnic, Religious, Racial.
Per Capita Income,. Language, ,
Type Of Government, Geography

Muslim, Arab

675 Billion BBLS
470 Billion BBLS

70%

367 Billion BBLS
47%.

62%

4.4 Billion People

44 Million People
1%

1 - 1/2 %

2n<
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1980 WORLD CRUDE SUPPLY
. MMB /D

OPEC
NON-OPEC

Sauldi Arabia

Iraq

-:-,Venezugla

'Nigeria
Libya f

1

U.A.E.

Kuwait
Iran

Indonesia

Algeria'

Qatar

Neutral Zone
Gabon

Ecuador

TOTAL

9.50

3.50

2.05

2.10

1.82

'1.65

1.50

1.45

1.50

1.00
48
.53

,20

.22

27.50

am*

U.S.S.R

U.S.

North Sea

China

Mexico

Canada

Egypt,

Malaysia /Brunei

Argentina

Australia
Oinart

India

Trinidad
Other

TOTAL

ci-uckrif) gaedOtt-1-.

11.70

.8.64

2.27

2.20

2.04

1.45

.62,

'.55

.49

.40

.26 -
.22

1.63

,4
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Student Handout s

U S Crude ail Production end
6.11411

Total Consum ton of Petroleum

70

6
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.
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c,

11

.

,

_
Consumption , -*

.Crude OH..,.
Product ion.

* 'I

r

r
.r

I I I J ...2 2
P. T.

r
Data from Energy in Focus Basic Data ('Washington, DC Federal.Energy Administration) 19

Monthly Ener Review (W ngton, DC Department ofnergy
t
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OBJECTIVE:
,
'his student will become aware of- design
energy conservation in the home.

c/--
PERFORMANCE OBJECTII/F-S: 1. Using pencil, ruler, and graph paper,

'ENERGY ACTIVITY

dailDelicio

elements which promote

re-

create a

.

EVALUATION:

2,

Class Critique

Part I, the
efficient ho

floor plan for an energy conscious home. (Sc.11e
1" = 1/4")

Using pencil and paper create a site map for place-
ment of the house, taking advantage of assive
solar heAtVg.and cooling and.natur 1 r zes. .

4

student will:design a fl
me.

ACTIVITY:. Design an Eneigy Conscious .Home
k

\I:4,,PLET GREUP%, 8th and 9th grade Art,:' Science

plan for an energy

MATERIALS: Graph paper, pencil, ruLtr, compass, protractor, "Planning Pac;
ket" % ,

TIME REWIRED FOR ACTIVITY:

VISUAL AIDS:

0

Part f one week ("Design on Energy. Conscious
Honie")

PartII one day ("$electing Site for House")

Planning Packet one per group, xeroxed info sheets, 50 Rbor
plans from "Homefinder" section of Sentinel Star, and sample,
blueprints donated by local architects.
FILMS - "Landscape Architecture," "Spaces To Live IN," and "All.

Kinds of Hopses."

STEP Read planning acket: Discuss'in class us144 tranipareAcluillus-
trating key de igns, etc.

STEP II Create a fl r plan iflust sting design concepts which promote
energy conservation in a house..

STEP III Create a site map fOr h
N. and heating and natural

,

P4NNING PACKET .. '
What type of house saves energy? .'

A. One ste s uare or rectan:1, ar floor
r.s wa 1 area or r.s area.

2. Reduces window area'.
3. Inside rooms are not exposed to exterior.

B. Circular Floor Plan.
I. Best because the smallestarea with the greatest use of space is a

circle. . .

2. Easy placement of windows to capture natural breezes.
3. Easy plaCement of windows for passive solar heating and cooling.

e placement. Make use of passive
breezes.

4."

26



C. Hexapna4loor Plan r.

1. -Reduces wall area, but is not awkwa"rd as circle n

D. _..7....7JLi.q46_,uarePlkiAtrium

1. in ows tact inner atrium opening.'
2: Can'reduce heat gain if shading devices are used.
3. Can provide platement of garden or pool.

- .

Pactsheet. t-
A. Reducing window and wall areas can save energy.
B. A house with'a high wall casts, a iongshadow for most of the winter.
C. -Z,house pith' an overhang fpr the south wall protects it from the summer

'sun and allows exposure to the winter sun.
D. Face windows to the south, southeast, or southwest. On the east, west,

4 and espeeklly north, keep window areas.'small.
E. Scale: 1" 1/"
F. Airlock An entry which had two doors, one of which is open at one time.

Greenhouse An airlock may be used as a greenhoyte for plants. Outside
wall temperatures are increased in cold heather and decreased in Warm
weather.

"You Mast 'Use" List
1. Use solar energy naturally.
2. Maximum use of natural ventilation.
3. Maximum use ofiphade.
4. 'One of (or a combination) of four house types:

a. Square or, rectangular

b. Squaie w/atrium
4 c. Circular

.d. Hexagonal
All are one-story houses"

"You Can Use" List
1. Shutter
2. Solar Collectors
3. Greenhouse

. .4. Airlocks (entry)

,*
`ACI'IV,ITY: Part I I

On.

J.

GreateAlte map for placement of house, taking advantagq of passive' solar
heating and cooling and natural breezes. .

r MATERIALS: paper, pencil, and ruler

RESOURCES:
1. -passive Design Ideas For the Energgyy Conscious Consumer, National Solar

Heating and Cooling Information enter, Rockville, Md.
2. Energy Saving Checklist for Home Builders, Buyers, and Owners, U.S.

Department of Energy, 1.979, Washinton, D.C. 111-

3. Solar Modular Homes, Tennessee Valley Authority, Division of Energy Con-
.servation and Rates., Solar Applications Branch.

3r
1.7
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4. ;Ihe Passive Solar Energy Book,,Mazria, &ward 1979, Rodule Press, pg. 88.
S. Jim Phillips' Passive Solat Energy House Site Map.
6. Jim Phillips' Where Do We Put It?
7. Eric Hostetler's exarrpie drawing: s Ii
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ART AS A FUNCTIONAL TOOL. CREATIVE DESIGN FOR AN N 'MGT EFFICIENT 101.

4 . Cathy Wilson Osborne

t -

CPADE LEVEL: 8-9

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Stint will develop knowledge and awareness in relation to energy issues
and environmental conservation.

2. Students will design and develop creative plans for an energy efficient
home or dwelling using knowledge (previously learned) in architectural
design..

3. Student will transfer two dimensional design idea to three-dimensional
media in creating a model of the energy efficient design.

4. Student will parqc)patc in class critique and will appropriately display
their work in the school library.

KEY VOCABULARY: -)

Passive Design use of solar energy naturally with,the use olxlittle
mechanical hardwa're

Bermin use of earth in insulate or moderate temperature changes

Greenhouse 5ffect design using solar radiation through glass areas to

maintain 1y,:els of heat during the winter months
Hydroelectric electrical power by the, extraction of energy from the

force of moving water.
Life Cycle Costs total cost of an item including initial purchase price
as well as cost of operation, maintenance, etc., over the life of the item
Solar Energy tho.electromagnetic radiation emitted by the sun

_/
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:

DAY ONE Introduction of Unit. "Factual" discussion developing concepts

relating to
a. energy issues (nation wide)
b. energy resources (nation and state wine)
c. energy conservation and enVironmental effects'
d. the present and future status (where do we go from here, learning

from the past)

e. what is "our" role in functional architectural design

Discdssion will touch on architectural design tools such as air flows, solar

design, hydro power, wind power, etc. Resources also tnclude booklets of
factual inforvation provided by government (national and state) energy services.

.A list of these publication sources is provided in the back of this unit lesson.

DAY TWO Film, "Living the Good Life," produced by Bullfrog productions. Source,

for this film is also provided on back of unit lesson. Discussion relating to

information in
used

film. Discussion of Florida "poineer" existance, how early
Floridians used passive design in the construction of their dwellings. How we
can use this knowledge and apply or improve their methods in conjunction with

modern technology.

,
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DAY THREE Film, "Log House," also produced by Bullfro!, Productions. Intro-
ductions. Introduction.to project. Introduce and infsrm students of pruject
requirements such as materials and tools use, time, e, development of Ic.-Tealch
needed for design, development of design, and drafting and drawing

DAY FOUR "here do we put it?" activity. This i an ctivity,which helps
students investigate the numerous factors surroun ng siting and building the-i7
homes and how energy conservation can be affecte by the type building censtru,-
ted. Infqrmation and materials are listed on th ,source pages at the back of
this'unit,lesson. The activity is teacher guid d arid directed.

DAY FIVE Development of research and beginning design. Students may wish to
work and research in the library where documents and resources arereadily
available and aware of students' needs in guidance and suggestions relating to
the research project. Suggestions and design "hints" are helpful to the stu-
dents at this stage of the drafting.

ICY SIX Individual work on the design drawings. Paper and pencils, rulers
anderaserg provided by the instructor. Instructor gUidance during class
time is essential.

r- DAY SEVEN Continued drawing on an individual basis.

DAY EIGHT Finish work on design awings. Class critique and discussion of

111
finished works. 'Objective sugge ons and criticism from both instructor and
fellow students. Design flaws an drawing skills could or should be pointed
out helpful suggestions should be discussed. Various ideas and designs
should be discussed, technical discussion may aid In transfer of Z-D drawing
to 3-D media. Teacher evaluation should be withheld until completion of .the
unit.

DAY NINE Introduction ant requirements for 3-Dimensional project. Includes
suggestionS of media use (paper mache', cardboard, paints, found objects,
etc.) Students Khould be limited as to the size of the project; not too
small a scale and not excessive slag.' Size will also vary. according to the?
type of design the student may have chosen. Students may wish to conare
and combine their drawing designs and depending on the size of the class and
availability,of materials, may wish to work in groups of two or three to pro-
duce a 3-D model. Teacher demonstration may be 'helpful if students are not
familiar with the media of paper mache'. Students should be/encouraged to
use materiag and media "new" to them and to use then in a new or creative
ways. Suggestions or Motivation by the instructor as to new methods and
media use may stimulate several varied manipulation of the materials. "Any-
thing goes/' in the development of creative ideas in media use. "Found"
objects mfay include chicken wire; bamboo, popsicle sticks, twigs and branches,
clay or ceramics, paper pioducts, seeds, nuts or berries, scrap metal, mpchani-
ca/1 parts, machinery scraps, and other varied or multiple ideas or items.

DAY TEN Beginnings of 3-D project; Individual work under the guidance of
instructor. Materials provided by instructor.

DAY ELEVEN Continued individual work.
.
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DAY TWELVE, THIRTEEN AHD FtURTEEN Continued individual work on project,. Dua-
ing these "lab" pert ds the instructor should be available to the student for

. guidance and suggest ores concerning both technical and manipulative problems
encountered by the udent.

DAY FIFTEEN At the completion of project the student will be expected to dis-
play his/her work in the school

at

or suitable location. Class critique
and discussion will take place at this time. Project evaluation will take
place. Project wrap-up and discussion concerning project worth and knowledge
gained from the experience will prove valuable to both student and instructor.

SKI (CaTETENCIES DEVELOPED)

1. Development-in
2. Development in
3. Development in
4. Development of
5. Development of
6. Develppment of

knowledge of energy conscious issues
knowledge of creative artistic design in architecture
knowledge of art as a functional tool of society
drawing and design skills
knowledge in 3-Dimensional Media
technical and manipulative skills

RESOURCES NEEDED (MATERIALS)

Resources for resear material, filmstrips, projector, screen, paper for each
student, rulers, pencils, pen and ink, colored inks, brushes, water containers,
paper towels, storage areas for drawings, cardboard, scissors, exacto blades
and knives, paper mache', glue cement, "found objects" (gathered by students),
paints, finishing items, display areas for finished work.

EVALUATION

Evaluation will be based upon finished products produrd by the student. Eval-
uation will also be based on process, what and haw the student learned, deter-
mined from the teacher observations. Evaluation of display, participation in
project, participation in clean-up at the close of each class period: Eval-
uation of use and application of knowledge concerning tools and materials.
Application of prior knowledge in design. There will be not structured exam.-

* nation, primary evalutation is based on observation of the students' progress
on a daily basis.

SOURCE OF RESWRCES AND MATERIALS TO BE USED FOR LESSON UNIT

Bullfrog Films
."Living the Good Life," "Log House"

Nations Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center
P.O. Bdx 160,
Rockv lle, MD 20850
(P ive Design Ideas)

ited State Deparrent of Energy
Vashington, D.C. 20585
(assorted materials provided free of charge)

The Rockefeller Foundation
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

(World Energy Survey, Ruth Sivard)

31
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Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral; FL 32920
( "Design Notes, Concepts in Passive Design")

r
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WHERE DOVE PUT/ IT?

This is an energy education activity which helps teachers and

students investigate the numerous factors surrounding siting and bd4ld-

ing their own personal home and how energy conservation can be affected

bk the type building and the siting plan.

Introduce the activity by displaying a large (28" x 33") drawing

of the AO-acre plot.on which the home is to be built. (Attached drawing.)
. .

Point out the ,various places on the drawing that might affect an individual's

decision as to where the home should beJibilt, such as the lake, hill,

paved read, trees, and open spaces. On this first pant do not mention,

the idea of energy conservation. Ask the group to decide three things

on this first part of the activity:

(1) What type house will be built given'three 'choices:

Conventional Stilt Earth Sheltered

(2) Where they would build the house by placing the above
symbols in the chosen spot.

(3) In what 4tection they would face the house by an arrow
attachedeto the symbol. : N

1

Pri.this example a conventional house would be facing-WEST.)

I, After all participants have placed their choices on the small draw-

ing of 'the larger display, ask for individuals to give you their decisions

and marl them on the large display ivencil. Ask for discussion as to

why these spots were chosen.

/In the second part of the activity, point out the need for energy

conservation in home building in this time of energy shortages and high

ti
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.. .
cost. -Ask the group to make the,sameeThree choices again with the prime.

&
.

,

consideratton bei/9.9 energy conservation. Plot th e second choices on Lhe
. .

_

large diSplay in green otiOklack ink or marker.. pis uss the ch'angWsif any, 1(

made.

41
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..2

. Inf the third aotivity
Jpass out the information on siting, passive

. 'cooling, and earth'.heltered building. .(Attached information sheets.)

/

PoInt bviahe various factors that might,affect energy conservation inthe

isplayed plot such as:

ti
41) Prevailiog wind .(give to participants)

(.0 Shading by trees.; deciduous/conifer
.

"(3) Elevatibn of home

\t- (4) Direction home faces

VP

(5) Cooling /warming by lake
. _

(6) Use of earth shelter to elimin atW the extremes t
... of temperature changes.

-(7)'\ Type of construction

(8) MateriDs used to build home 4

>

Pasi out the information she4t's on siting, passives cooling/heating and earth

sheltered building to participants" and ask them to review t4e materials so

th

they. can make a,final decisjon on "Where'do we pUt it?" After giving

review materials, ask for their firial.decsion on where they

, would p eir home, what type home tbey woup,builthand which direction
"..

.

they would" face the home. "Display these final decisighs in green on the
..

.

large display. This aEtivity'could then lead to-a discussion about the

factors'that affect siting and building.

AC
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0
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PROPAGANDA TECHNiQUES IN ENERGY EDUCATION

1 Gail Foster

GRADE LEVELS:

9BJECTIVES:

junior High and above
A 1

To identity and to give examples of progapanda tech-
.

niques for the pui-pose of building rational decision-
making skills.

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
1. teacher will review the rationale and revise hand-outs,

if necessary.
2. Students will bring inexamples of ,advertising.
3. Propaganda technique's will be introduced and hand-outs

distributed.
4. Students will find examples of-ea-611 propaganda technique

in advertising. Radiok-1".V. commercials may be used.
Role playing maybeyaluable.

5. Students wallbritfig in articles on energy.
6. Students .411 identify specific propaganda techViques

within thOiticles.
Group disdUssion may. involve changing values and how
they are affected by propaganda.

8. Groups may plan advertising campaigns or write energy
articles using propaganda to encourage conservation.
Videotape productions could be'planned and performed.

SPECIFIC SKILLS:
.

1. Students will be able to identify specific propaganda
techniques in advertisements end commercials.

2. Stents will be able to identify specific propaganda
'teehniques In articles based on energy.

3. Students will be able to utilize propaganda to encourage
conservation.

RESOURCE:
Advertisement's
Energy--related articles
Hand-outs
The Propaganda Game (wff'n Proof. optional)

EDUCATION PROCEDURES: Rationale

The energy crisis is alarming. In ancient Chinese the word
"crisis" was written with two characters. The first meant "dan- '

ger. but this danger does not automatically endow educators witty
license t6 indoctrinate. Rather than yield to this tendency. -/
recall that the Greek root of the word crisis means "decision."
Thus decision raking skills should be a primary OD
energy education.

38
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In order for students to build skills in making decisions,
propaganda techniques should be identified and studied. The
word'propaganda" comes from the Latin word for propagation,
Propaganda, as a method of dessiminating information, influen-
'cing opinions and dhcouraging specific courses of actiop, is npt
always negative. However, in our society, it is increasingly
important that students be able to evaluate information and dis-
tinguish between emotional issues and actual content of an idea.
To promote skills in the process of decision making, students
should have opportunities to identify and analyke propaganda
techniques.

The following hand -outs identify, and give examples of Pro-
paganda techniques.

C

t
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Propaganda Techniques - I

The InItitute for Propaganda Analysis lists seven common propaganda techniques.

Name Calling Applying some label that people generally dislike or fear to a
person, organization or idea Such words as "racist" or.-:communist" may be
used to discredit rathe'l than, describe accurately.

Example,- "Only an idiot would believe nuclear power can solve
our nation's energy problems."

Glittering Generality Connecting positive sounding words to an idea, so
that you will accept the idea without examining it.

Example "Farmers are the life blood of our country, haryesting
energy from the sun to feed America. They can help solve

4 our energy problems through gasohol."

Transfer Using the reputation 9f some respeZted organization in copnection
with an idea. S

(r
Example -.."The Union of Concerned Scientists estimate

.

that 10 to
17 percent of our uranium miners will die of cancer. "'

Testimonial Quoting some well-known person in favor of a given product or
policy.

Example "Energy Analyst Charles Kormanoff'recently published an
exhaustive study that shows eleeNcity from nuclear
plants will cost 20 to 25 percent more than-foweefrom
modern coal plants with advanced pollution - removing
scrublers."

Plain Folks Winning confidence on the basis that an idea is good because
it is related to the commp people.

Example "Ladies and gentlempen of the Jury.,. the defendant ...tnnot

possibly be guilty of tampering with his electric meter
. to defraud'the utility company, for He comes from a long,
long line of hard-working, God-fearing, liberty- lovuig,
and patriotic people justlike yourselves."

1

6 Card Stacking Selecting and using facts to give a false or misleading idea

,Example "Nuclear plants in the U S. run at only 5 percent of
. their capacity."

7 Band Wagon Urging you to follow the crowd an accept the idea because
;'everybody's doing it "

-xample - ' meeting,the nation's energy needs shobld be a great
national cooperative effort that enlists the imagination
and talents of all Americans "

ti
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Propaganda Techni3ues - II

I Appeal to Pity- Seeks to produce sympathy and pj,ty to influence your opinion

Example - "Americ.ils poor, already trappedJoy rapidly rising
prices for food And housing, are expected to be
hardest hit by a 50c a gallon tax on gasoline."

2 Appeal to Prestige Urging the acceptance of an idea as a means of raising
your status.

3, Appeal to Ridicule Attempting to make fun of someone or something in order
to influence your opinion.

Example "ConserGation is ignored in th'e President's energy
budget. Obviously, conservation is not good business
for the oil :companies that donated $280,000 to redeco-
Tate Ronald Reagan's White House living quarters."

Bargain Appeal Attempting to get you to buy an item by appealing to yayr
desire to save money

Example - "This is your last chance to buy a brand new Opex
automobile at 1981 prices "

,5. Appeal to Flattery Attempting to persuade by flattering a person in anarea
inwhich he would like to excel

Example "Physically fit students tend to use bikes for trans-
, portation in order to conserve our valuable natural

resource.".

6 Slogan Appeal Promotes a favorable response or positive action through
short, catchy phrases.

Example - "Save It Florida." "Extinct Is Forver!"1..

TeOni%.al Jargon Appeal Impresses with the use of technical language or

EAample "Durawear tires contain durium, the bonding material
that makes these tires wear for years I

Nfamiliar words

8..Danger/Survival Appeal Refusing Ito act in -a clam manner will result
. .

in ,.harmful consequences. ..

Example "The Union of Concerned Scientrats predicts a one-in-five
chance of a catastrophe for one of our current reactors '

.

during their 30 to
A
40 year 1i4espan." .

.

-Zr

,..

es Some examples were ased up an article in the Tallahassee Demo-
crat entitled "We n't Need Nuclear Power" by Ira Scorr, June
21, 1981

4 r.
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OIL ENERGY: FACTS AND FAIRNESS

Debra A. Summers Kelvin Reddick Bob Stevens Roger h. .w ',on Tr.

GRADE LEVEL: 9 & 10 grade average or regular class ofscience ot social ,tu
dies. Class time is approximately'45 minutes long.

GE41RAL OBJECTIVES: 1'. To learn how Dills consumed.
2. To learn how much oil is consumed.
3. To learn how much'oil we use as individuals.
4. To find out if oil is distributed equitably.

lkEY VOCABULARY: (See Attached Sheet)

SF.CUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
1. Homework assignment - check mileage on family car.
2. Role Playing a cebate on "Energy."
3. Lecture on the Faces EnergY.
4. Home energy audit.
S. Newspaper article discussion.

SKILLS TO BL DEVELOPED (COMPETENCIES): 1: Math Skills
2. Reading Skills

, 3. Understanding of the use of the in-
, vironmental Protection Agency

4. Thinking G Discussion Skills

RESCURCES NEEDED: 1. Environmental Piotection Agency Guide Booklet.
2. .'Tips for Energy Sivers." y
3. Index cards.

,,EVALUATIciN PROCEMES: (See Attachdd Sheet)

AUEVITY I

OBJECTIVE: To show students their families gas usage and to corpare their lam-
lies' gas usage.

SKILLS DEVELOPED: 1. Math skills of addition and subtraction.
2. Students, learn to read Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) chart.
3. Students develop an understanding of individual energy

use.

LIME: This activity will take approximately S 10 minutes of class- time. .

This assignment, is to be assigned at the first class meeting of the
unit on Oil Energy and completed at end of the week. The end of week
activity wC11 fake about 45 minutes-or an entire class period.

MATERIALS NEEDED: EPA,guide for car mileage .

ACTIVITY: At first meeting, students will be given homdWork assignment. Each
student will check the Auleage of their family car(s). At the end
of the week, students will check the mileage again and bring figures
to class.
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In claS, students will subtract the first mileage reading from the
second mileage reading:

1. ti 08550 second reading
' 05425 first reading

125 = miles driven ,
-.

The student will then divide the total number of miles driven by
the E.P.A. rating for their particular car.

EXAMPLE: E.P.A. rating for Ford Pinto, 25 mpg.

5

257Tn

There are 5 gallons of gas used by the child's family. Each,student

will then compare gas usage.v

QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED:

1. Is there a difference in ho% much gas is used?
2. Who uses the most? The least? Why?- (i.e. occupation, distance from city,

number of family members).

NO11. If a students family does not have a car, the student coinbe involved
by using the teachers or principals' mileage or the school buses. This

activity can be altered from Flay to several days.

FURTHER DISCUSSION. Have students consider "If Just 1 gallon of gasoline were
saved each week'for every auto in the country, we'd save
about S.6 billon gallons of gasin a year or about 8%
of the demand." (From: Tips for Energy Savers)

REfE.FUNI. 1. L.P.A. Mileage Guide. E.P.A., Washington, D.C. 20545
2. Ti s For finer Savers, U.S. Department of Energy, TIC

P.O. Box , Oak i ge, TN 37830

ACTIVITY II: hesson Plan

OBJECTIVLS. 1. The student should be able to understde the importance of
conserving energy.

( 2 >The students will learn about individual consumption.
4

SKILLS DEVLIMIENTS: Social Studies

TIME: 3 days

MATERIALS: index cards, fact sheets

ACTIVITY. 1. A lecture will be given on energy consumption. (Teacher)

2. Classroom discussion on energy.
3. Choose a career occupation and on an index card write down the

duties of that particular role.
4. Choose one of the debate propositions. Each debate will be dis-

cussed in class.
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A classroom debate on "Energy.". .

Preparation: Pass out cards to student and let them choose a rolk th
following:

Lower class people
farm laborer
store worker
maid
garbage collectors
bug' driver

taxi driver
bank. ler
waitress,

cashier
custodian

Higher class people
Bank bxecutive
Presidentof Corporation
owner of -,.tore

gas station owner
doctor
lawyer
judge ,

big time contractors
big time farmers
architecture
engineer
college professor.
pilots
politician!

'2. In one paragfaph describe the role.
-3, ,Choose one of the following preposition for debate in class.

a. close down gas station on the weekend or cut down on
the consumption of gasoline.

b. cut dawn on electriiey or raise the rates.
c. cut down the bus operation by two hours in the evening

inorder to conserve energy for the bus corporation.
d. raise the electricity rates to build apower plant.

ITY III: Tips for Energy Savei's

FACTS: 1. Most of the energy we use the U.S. come-from petroleum. (Crude oil)
2. U.S. imports half of it, at a high cost. Where does iZ go?

a.. Industry 36%
b. Commerce 11%
c. Residence 26% (offices, schools', hospitals)
d. Transportation 27% .

3. If we continue using energy as we have become accustomed to, we
could run out of domestic oil supplies before the year 2007 and
natural gas even sooner.

O!ERALL SITUATION IN TIE U.S.
Energy demand keeps rising; energy prices keep going up. the availability and
future costs of supplies remains uncertain.

hl IAT0, CAN' WE DO ABCUT IT?

I. Conserve energy. This will help us extend our supplies and reduce our
import burdens.

2, We could easily cut our energy use by an estimated 30% or more.
3. The energy we use for our.homes and automobiles--gas, oil, electricity--

draws on allof our energy resources. Cutting back on these uses is the
simplest, most effective way to make our resources last longer,.

4. Draft proof windows and doors. If ,every household wer caulked and
weather stripped, 580,000, barrels of home heating fuel could be saved edLh

.

winter.

1..)
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S. Install a heat pump costs; $2000 S425. It can cut the use of

electricity for heating.by 30 to 40%.

6. By removing one bulb out of three and replace it with a burned out bulb

for safety; replace others with bulbs of the next loWer wattage. This

should save about 4961n electricity costs'in the average home.
By not buying a car.air conditioner one can reduce fuel consumption on an
average of 10 percent.

ACTWITY IV: Home Energy Audit

OBJECTIVES: 1.

1CTIVIIIIS: 1.

2.

0

3.

AC*TI 1, I TY 1,

OBJECTIVE. To
in

SKILLS NEEDED.

To increase the students awareness of how his family consumes
energy. . 0

To'make students,aware of actions they might take to conserve
their family's .consumption of energy.

Creation ofIlome Energy Audrt Check List (1 day).
a. The class will be divided into small groups and instructed

to discuss items for inclusion on a Haw Energy Audit Check
List. (group work)

b. Each group will report on its work to the class, and the
work of the various group will be refined in class discus-
sions.

c. A committee of these students will be appointed to edit
the work of the class and to established a final form for
the audit check Iist. (writing skills)

Conducting Home Energy Audit: (1 day). Students will use the

Bore Energy Audit Checklist developed by the class to examine
the ways their family use energy,vand to establish methods
for future consumption.

.

Students will be required to write a two page essay in which
they report their findings and make recommendations for speci-
fic actions their family might take to conserve its use of

energy. Thisimaterial should be attached to their copy of
the home Energy Audit Checklist and submitted to the teacher.

investigate the.equitability of energy policy on the individual

regard to gasoline coDstimption.

Reading newspaper article, classroom discussion skills, ani
problem solving.

. ,

TIME: One class period (S0 minutes).

.

MATERIAL NEEDED: Copy of nevfr account for each, student.
k_

ACTIVITY: 1., Student wili'read the article.

2. leacher 0111 ask if any vocabulary or concepts are not under-

stood. This can be done through question and discussion lead
by the teacher.

3. The %tudents will be asked to discuss, the values expreSsed in

the article.



. .

EXAMPLE: 1. Railroads areefficient for all.
2. Tare will affect all equally. .(remember how

much your family drives)
-3. Flow will tax money be used? L.-it equitpble?
4. Will this make people conserve? s,

DATELINE: Washington, D.C. Congressman Bill Board (D Delaware) today pr9
posed a SO4 per:gallon gasoline tax. This tax would generate funds
for refurbishing the nation's railroads. Board'stated, -Ibis is both
a plan to promote conservation now and a low cost energy efficient
means of transportation for the future." This tax will affcei all
Americans equally for everyone buying gasoline. the Appropriation!,4
Crimmittee will consider this proposal next week.

VOCABULARY: 4 ,
1. Energy A quantity having the dimensions of a force times a distance. It -

exists in many forms and can be converted from one form to another. Common
units Ore: calories, joules, BTU's, and kilowatt-hours.

2. Gasoline A petroleum product consisting primarily of light hydrocaibQns.
Most gasoline is formed by "cracking" and refining crude oil.

3. Equitable Fairness not equal but a fair distribution of resources.
4. E.P.A. Environmental Protection Agency. %

S. Crude oil A mixture of hydrocarbon in liquid form found- in natural
TOTTifTlInd petroleum reservoirs.

G. M.P.G. miles per gallon.

OIL ENERGY: FACTS & FAIRNESS EVALUATION

True/False
T 1. Mbst of the energy we use in the U.S. .comes from petroleum.
T 2. If we continue to use energy as,we have in the past, our supplies will

run out before the year 2007.
F 3. .Cur energy demand is constantly going down,
F 4.- It is a very good idea to use as much electricity as one lies in the

early morning hours. A r
T S. Cutting back on the use of energy resources is the most effective way'

to make our resources last longer.

Short Answer
/. What does the letters E:P.A. stand for? (Environmental Protection Agency)"
2. List some ways in which one could inexpensively repair their homes inordcr

to save energy. (insulate hot water heater, turn-down thermostat, use
weather stripping around doors and windows)
What does the word "equitable" mean? (Fairness. not equal but a fair dis:
tributioh of resources)

4. What is 'TARCY?" (a quantity having the di9ensions of a force times a dis-
tance. It exists in many form and can be onverted from I form to another.
Common units are calories, joules, Blig and kilowatt- hours).

S. What are you willing to doias an indiVIdual to help conserve energy?

I
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. GEOGRAPHY AND ENERGY: liESOURCES AND ISSUES
. a

.., . Charles° R. Larnest Martha L. hbodward GOnevieve *A611
. -

..

GRAM, tEVLL: 1*- "
a

tissiCENDRAL ObaCTRIS. 6:)t the student to discover the types of energy: their

availability,'usel-s, problems and whether they contrib e\
to the chemical orelectrical pqol.

KEY 1,40CABULAISY

""jtergy

41334S:

0' syAfuels' -

: fossi4 fuels,: . ecology'

"biomass -: pollution
geo-thenmal

t
conservation

. . ruonential growth -.
.

co- .generation

reachable. fuels OVI4';-

. .

4- ACI1VITIES:

O

C

t.

cartel
balanEe of payments
nuclear reactor

breeder reactor
energy efficient

As an introAnct4on to this unit of study show a
qtict from the. students' comments ;concerning the
etc. For the filrs see: DOE Film Library, P.O.
'37830.

4

film on energy and
\

ptoblems, their idea
Box 62, Oak Ridge,

9 locabulary'study. Define 'the key tord and write a paragrapliuhich

uses at lel 10 of the energy wol-ds. **
(3)F,LettcrAWritis Acttvity =See sarple letters:

(a) vAt the beginning of this unit eachtstudent will rewrite a
lettdi requesting inftrmation on so aspect Of energy to an

oil company, 4.itilify corpany, environ ntal or energy agency.

'Sore suggestions are:

Rosalyn Tillis'
Governor's Energy.Office
The Capitol. -
Tallahassee, :32301'

Tom Watson
Gulf Oil Corporation

P.O. Box 7245
Station.0
Atlanta, GA 30357

Dr_ Dave LaPart
300 State Road 401
Florida Solar En

$

rgy Center

%*

Cape carat-al, 3g20

Technical Information Center
mDepartment of Energy
4110. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

lb) At the end of the unit, each student will write a letter expres-
Sing his opinion on some aspect of energy based on the infor-
'mation gained from this Addy.' These letters could be written

c to the local'newspaper, city, county, state, or federal offio-

,m ...., iali. Appropriate officials include:

. ,Governor D. Robert Graham Senator Lawton Chiles

.a p'State Capitol' I . Room-437m
Tallahassee, PL 32301 Russell Senate Office Bldg.

Washington, D.C. 20515 ..
'

. . .
A'
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senator Dempsey Barron
Senate office Bldg.
Tallahassee- Ft. i2304

- Senator Pat Thomas
Robo 332, senate Office
Building
Tallahas-iee, 111.- 32304

ab

Senator Paula r.,dvAir
,-*,ondte'')FfQ,-(

..a5hingten .

fte p. ,TdMS H. TZ;)pson )te.p. Don Eugua
House Oftlicd Bldg. Rm. 208 An. 2268 Rayburr !,,,t1 fl
lallahassee, FL 32304 rid hink;t0n, !3.C.

k lett_or to a newsPaiSqt expressing'an opinion

1981 Planet ,oad
r.uper City. ri0L4r.i
June 20, 19gi

Dear S rs,
I am concerned about the closing of the ~1_t - isLI-a

pr' g4 for the aged.
It is true that some of our Eva supply willbe used to

vide a volunteer program to transport the di.;abled and d;c,i t

doetor's appointments and other necessary fret t)rTh
So many_ of these persons have no Cran,,portation and ,Arc

unable to use public conveyances.
It would seem'to me to bean act oT generosity and mor,y 0

1 to continue t is program to fund'it,-if yolunteer drivers
cannot be Pr9IN

Yours truly,
e

AlettA. to an oil company_ requesting 1.nformatIon
.

1981 Environment
4, New Energy City, Florida

June 2.0, 1981

Dear Sirs,
Thq students of he 7th grade'of Conserve_ Junior High arc

studpng.a unit on Energy.
I an interested in off-shore drillina. Are there any- riamp-

lets, map-3, etc: on this subject, published by your oil ,2,grlpar.y.4.
thy I may have.

I would appreciate. any help in this matt,er. ThanY. you.

Yours truly,

(4) LDergy Studying Sheet - Those can be used by individual
or small 'groups. Duplicate and distri$ute do each stu
'tent. Consult the following resources.

. 'Energy, National Geographic, February, 1981.
'Energy, World Book Encyclopedia Field Enterpri..
(ergo coftmllt specific energy resources) .010

Sivord, Ruth L.' World i:nergy Survey: World Prioziti,
Lekst.urg, VA 1979
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Cutting ihercy Costs, 4980 Yearbook of Agriculture -.USDA
"Energy '80," Christian Science Monitor, 1980
"Some Useful Facts on Engrgy," Gulf Oil Corp., January, 1981
The World Almanac

WRFC-STUDY SHEET al ENERGY

CBJECrIVE: 1. To do a concentrated study on one (or gore) fdel(s)/energy

source(s).
.2. To learn about the supply anddegend of the fuel/energy

source.
3. To learn about the cost of the fuel/energy source.
4. To discover the gpverngent policy an the use of this fuel/

energy source.
5. To learn what is the appropriate use of the fuel/energy

source.

1. Select one fuel/qpergy source

Fossil fuelslcoal, petroleum,
water Power
Nuclear Energy
Solar Energy
wind Energy
Hydrogen 41/

for study froakthis

raturalgas)
Tidal Energy
Geo-Thermal Power
Fuel Cells
Solid Wastes
Wood

group:

la. This study will be on:

2. what are the various ferns fo this fuel/energy source?
A. B. C. D.

. 1. Does this contribute to:
A. The cherical pool fo energy B. the electrical pool of energy

C. Both

4. In what type quantities can thus fuel/ene,pysouroebe purchased?
Ar

List 5": 10 waA. in which this fuel/energy source can be usd.

6. What is the current cost per unit of this fuel/energy source?.

What was the cost 5 to 10 years ago?
Year t

49 5r;
40
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8. Discuss the erknown available quantity or supply of this f..., trot E c Ty

source ir!the U.S. (Use separate pact.):
.

9. Discuss -t he-known available quantity or supply cif this fuel/enr4
source 4h the world. fUse separate page). I/ .

1

t

. List' and oiscuss the major p. roblems related tc obtaining and 1.4.1.re

this fuel/eneigrsouroe it the U.S.. (Use separate page)-
. ,

11. List andr,disc uss the major problem* related to obtaining and usinc,

thisfuel'eehercy source in the world. (Use separate page). ---,

12. Discuss the historical develop-lent of this fuel/eneegy source.
(Use separa ge) . . )

13. Discuss the pla of government (local, state, national) as refatt-d
tok this fuel/energy source. (Useseparate.page).

14. Describe and discuss the conservation and appropriate utilizan of
this fuel/energy source. (Use sepOrate pace).

4, 4

15. Discuss the ethics of using this-ftel/energy soiree. XUse separate

Page). 4)

RENEWABLE FUELS -'FULWIDGE)

GRADE LEVEL: 7th grade

GENERAL OBJECTIVE; To discover the uses of fuelwood as an energy source.
. A

KEN VOcABULARY,ITEMS: Energy, nuclear reactor, fossil fuel, foresters, wood,
heat equivalent, wood alcohol, oellulose,.lignin,
charcoal, resource, developing nations, World Bank,.
Table of Coefficients, thermal equivalent, metric
tai, ETU, quadrillion

AGTIvInES: 1. What energy mess produces nere than one half as,ruch energy
as that produced by the nations nuclear reactor?
.Answri wood 2

2. Carpare the energy content of wood to fossil fuel.
Answer: 'lower

3. Ctupere the cost of power from the use"bf wood to that of
*fossil fuels.
Answer: more expensive

4. Althouch there is a great deuand for firewood in many 'areas.,
why cannot the demand bernet?

1Ner: Not.eno,Agh foresters to supply the wood.
How cost of wand, heat being rev.* coed in many areas?

Answer: trees are chipped and compressed into pellets with
a heat equivalent of coal.

0

1'4

.04*
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6. hhere did the Department of 1,nergy. fund an "energy plantation"
to grow trees like an agriculture crop?
Answer: South Carolina

7. How is wood converted into alcohol?. .

.-
Answer: .,First, the wood I's separated into cellulose and a
woody substance called lignin. It is the cellulose that can
lie converted to aicehol.

8. Name 2 traditional forms of energy upon which the developing
nations are dependent.

9. hhere is 90% of the reportecrtirewood production?
Answer: developing nations

10. hhat part of all energy consumed in South America and South
Asia is fuelwood? -

1
Answer: 173 1

1

11. ithat part of all energy consumed in Africa r.s fuelwood? ,

Answer: 2/3 6

12. hood is considered what kind of resources?
Answer: self-generating

13. Name 3 reasons why wood is cut..
(1) to clear land for grazing and farrdaAd. (2) building
material. (3) industrial products

14. Global forests are disappearing at what rate?
Answer: il in the past 25 years. .,

IS. Give 2 reasons for increased demand for wood.
(1) population explosion (2) Jump in corarprctal energy prices

16. Give 2 serious consequences-of scarcity of wood in the develop-
ing nations.
Answer: (1) diversion of animal dung from agriculture. to
heating and cooking purposes. (2) reduced soil fertility
and crop prbduction.

F. :.arse 3 countries pioneering in the development of 'fuelwood
plantations.

..

Answer: (1) Sweden (2) South Korea (3) China
18. Without a replenishment programs ,when does the World Bank

estimate that the current. stock of wood will be consumed:
Answer : less than 40 years.

19. There is no universally agreed upon system for making con-
version from one unit of energy to another, but what tables
is used for conversion whenever possible? ..., .

Answer: U.N. Tables of.Coefficients
20. In the U.N. Tables of Coefficients, to the therma equiva-

lent of what energy quantity are basic units of Aer energy
quantities compared?

r

il
Answer: The thermal equivalent of hard coa

21, One cubic meter of fuelwood is equiyalent o how many metric
Ions of hard coal? .

. An jr; 0.33 ,,.

22. One metric ton of coal is, equrvalent to how many cultic meters
of fuelwood: .,
'Viewer: 3.03

. .21.. Give, I Kitt ti) joules .rind gram calories.
-..., Answer. 1,055 Joules, and 2S2, ;awn calories

.

10

.

1.
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24. 11/;,000,000 BTU's = 0.0036 metric tons of coal equi,a.,,nt,
how many BTU are in a cubic meter of fuclwocd?
Answer: 10 million.

25. The U.S. total energy need is hew many MU?
Answer: 75 quadrillion (quadg) BTU/year

26. now mach wood is in a quad?
Answer: 50 million cords of wood.

27. At the rate of 50 million cords of wood per yea', hew hn&
would our forests last?
Answer: less than 7 years.

28. Wise management of forests for energy would concentrate wood
energy use in what Communities:
Answer: rural and agricultural

29. How much of the total rural and agriculturaeneigr
ments could he wood.
Answer: 25%

30. For every quad of wood grown, harvested, anerclelivered,

aprrowately .046 quads are used how?
Answer: harvesting and transporting

31. Besides fuel why should the U.S. maintrr-fri.est
Answer: clean air and water, noise, wildlife, recreatiwi

32. How is energy released from 'fuelwooe.
Answer: burring

33. W4hanol or wood alcohol can be used to fuel auto=biles.
Mat is the ma)or problem to be overcome in codvertihg a
car from the use of gasoline to methanol?
Answer: corrosion of emission and starting systems, filters,
seals, and fuel tanks. -.

tIse.ful Conversion Factor Table

1 KW - 1,055 joulCs = 252 gram calories
1 metrrc ton.= 1.102 short tons
1 metric ton = 1.47 metric ton coal equivalent
1,000,000 BTU = 0,036 metric tons coal equivalent
1 cubic meter of fuelwood.= 0.33 metric ton coal equivalent
1 metric ton coal equivalent = 3.03 cubic meters of fuelwood

RESCURCES:

Reprint from Christian Science Monitor, February, 1980, pg. 7.
The 1980 YearbcT7TkTiculture, Cutting Energy Costs, pg. 107.
World Energz Survey,Ruth Leger Sivard. Rockefeller Fourdation, 19'9, pg. 25.
science Activities in,Energy, U:S. Department of Fnergv by ('ak Ridge Associated

Uniyersities, 1981.

CONSERVATIONS Acrwrni,s

ACTIVITY 1 "Thanking About Your lmergy Use."

ACTIVITY 2 "Learning About Your Water.leater ai)0 Your Famil)'s riot hatt.r Ne(d5,"

the two handouts above 'are from:
"Fmergy guide for Secondary none Economtc Classes" May 1980.
Lnergy, Environment, and Resource Center, University of Tennessee, inox\illc,

Tennessee, 37916.
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ACTIVITY '#1 9
AP

>4' Thinking° About Your Energy Use

I

1r

.

a

1. In the spaces prpvided below, list 12 major appliances used in your home

regularly.

I

S3 GU

,

ci.

r

4

.

I.
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2. If there were a law that said you had tb use less electricity, draw a pencilline through the three items in the picture you could dt without.
%

3. Circle in pencil the three that really mean the most to you and that youwould hold on tg until the very end.
. . .4., Now look back over your list and your decisions and consider:

a. Why did you decide to do without the three items?.
b. Why did.you want to keep the other three?

5. List below some efficiency steps you can take to reduce the energy and
money consume .by each of the three appliances you chose in Question 3.

1
MS

.f.

4

l
.,

e

iI

.
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Learning About Your Water Heater and Your Family's Hot Water Needs.

1. The first thing you need to learn about your family's water heater is. What
do you have nowt): To learn this, find out:

* What type of water heater is itgas, electric, or oil?

* How old is it?

* Is it insulated')
\-.. .

* What is its Capacity'? (In other words, how much water can it hole))

* At what tem perature iq it's thermostat set? What is the actual-,.....
temperature of the water in the Heater? (To find this out, -draw water
from,the heater through a faucet near the bottom and check it with a
thermometer.), . And, remember, the water when it comes out of
your kitchen faucet, etc , will not be the same temperature as it is in
the heater. The further it travels through pipes, the cooler it gels.

2 Too small a water heater will not give your family enough hot water, too
big a water heater will be operating Inefficiently by heating unused water.

1

So the next thing you need to discover is how much hot water your family
uses To do this, find out:

* How- many loads of clothes are washed each week?

* How many loadi of dishes are washed each week?

1.-
- * During each week, how many showers or baths are taken and for

how long"

This information is then converted to daily hot water uvge with the
following factors

Task Average Hot Water Consumed per Load or Bath
Clothes Washing (Hot water wash) 24 Gallons

(Warm water wash) 12 Gallons
Dish Washing 10 Gallons
Bathing (Short shoAr or bath) 20 Gallons

Total your family's :meekly use of hot water and then divide by seven to
get daily hot water use.

1 . \

) .c

01 g IN
. 344.



3 How does your family's daily hot water use compare With yoyr water
heater's capacity Is the heater's capacity too small unnecessarily
large?

4 The table below gives the national average daily hot Water requirement
for different sized families.

Family Size

2
3,
4
5
6
7

Gallons of Not Water
Used Daily

23
32
40
48
57
65

How does your family compare?Does it use less?Does it usemore9
Why?

5 Why might you run out of hot water on one day during the week but not
on other days? .

6 What are some ways to cut down on your family's tiot water use9

fr
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Aarlri 3 Gasoline Mileage Cost Chart

, Mileage Cost Chart

YearlN Cost For 10,000 Miles of Driving

-$1.25ggal $1.50@gal

10 mpg
15 npq
20 npg
25 rpg
3C npg
4C npg

YOrthlv Cost For 1,000 Miles of Driving

$1.25 gal $1.50 gal

1G mpg
15 mpg
20 mpg
25 mpg
30 mpg

11
4C mpg

Sal:1[14s

$2.00ggel $1.00grel.

$2_00 gal $3.00 gal

1. Morey it a.e year saved, at'30 npg with 1.50 gal. as corpared with 15 npg
at $1.50 gal. is

2. Gas saved in same period is

3. Money saved ac month at 30 rpd with $1.50 galaccarrared with 15 mpg
at $1.50 gal is

4. Gas- saved in same period is

e-

1.



ETHICS ON ENERGY,

Martin Bielicki

GRADE LEVEL: Middle School, High School

OBJECTIVE: To have the.students become aware of the sensitive issues concerning
energy.

SKILLS: Value clarification, discussion, and writing.

SEQUENCE OPACTIVITIES: Read the case studies. The student can write position
papers and participate in class discussions.

RESOURCES: Reading could give the students an insight into the issues: "Bill
would raise interstate speed limit," from the Tallahassee Democrat,
February 21, 1981. "The Nuclear. Dilemma' by F.H. Schmidt Tf&TITIF
American Educator, Spring, 1981.

.

EVALUATICN: Position paper and discussion.
.

CASE #1 Current law says that drivers shall drive 55 mph. You have probably
''note that some people drive 70 mph and others follow the 55 mph law.

1. Why is there a 55 mph law?
2. Why would someone want to drive faster than 55 mph?
3. Why would someone want to follow 55 mph?
4. How are you going to drive? Why?

CASE #2 The United States consurres 33% of the World)s NatUral Resources, but
C717-Tas 6% of the population.

1. Why does the U.S.A. consume a third of the Natural Resources?
2. Why rust the U.S. be concerned about consuming a third of the world's

resources.
Y

'3. How would your life-style change if there imported natural resources
should be totally halted?

CASE 03 France has lent technicians to the Middle East to build a Nuclear
Breeder Reactor. The reactor will help supply poorer nations with energy.
The nuclear wastes, hokever, could easily be developed into atonic herbs.

1. What issue cdri YOu see from nations giving nuclear knowledge to poorer
nations?

2. -Should the technology of Nuclear Reactors be controlled by a few
1

nations?

CASE #4 If oil is found on the shelf of.South Aneiica, it would provide
TEFFT6htinent with much needed energy.

1. iiho should control the drilling and exporting of that oil?
2. If minerals and new energies are found. in any ocean, who should have

the ,right to ownership?
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READING ON THE FLORIDA ENVIRONMENT

Martin Bielicki

GReOL LEVEL: . High School ,

OBJECTIVES: to have.the student become aware of the crisis in Florida's
environment.

SKILLS: Reading comprehension

Fact Qwstions:
1. hat his been the growth of Florida?
2. List some of Florida's problems.
3. What is an "acquifer?"
4. how has our water resource been threatened? :

S. nO% has dekelopment changed the ecolpgifal/ecosystemjpf Florida?
6. In what ways have rivers and lakes been polluted?
7. WhA is the South Florida hater Management District?
8. Eton' has the Ecosystem of the Everglades beeri altered?

Though Questions :

1. hhat do you think Florida will be like in 20 years?
2. hhy mus.I.people think about LcosysteJA? .

3. In what ways could our environment be. protected?
4. phut are some of the advantages and disadvantages of increasing population.?
S. Why could a class-five hurricane teach developers i lesson?
6. hos..gan you actively protect the environment?

RESOURCES. There is an excellent article in S or s Illustrated, February 9,
1981, by Robert Boule and Rose Vary em, "Florida's Booming
to some, but it's Bombing to others."

EVALUATION. Discussion and writing assignments could be developed from the
article in Sports illustrated. The following is a list of questions ,

that could be asked from that article.
,

, -

Also, a teacher can include the reading, "For The Future of Florida, Repair The ,
' Everglades," published by the Friends of the Everglades. Films on ecology and
ecosystems Lan be seen in conjuction with Florida. Guest speakers from hater
Management, Audubon Society and CatY'Commassions could be invited to speak.

trips could be arranged, especially t theeitrerglades National Park. Environ-

Florida maps could be given to show, ereiiiidangered areas are located. Field

mentl Centers can also aid in'develowng a unit on Florida ecology.

I
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WPROVF. YOUR ENERGY QUOTIENT

( ,athematics, Science, Social Studies)

Carolyn Campbell
Gail "Foster

Jean Foster

ACTIVITY I: ELECIRICITY--H OWTIMF:S HAVE CHANCED

{TRADE LEVEL: 9 12

OBJECTIVES. Students will learn interviewing techniques
their uses or electricitiffer from those

ACTIVITY: Use handoutentitled.nhe Good OleDays"

SKILLS: Interpret results from interview.

11.

r

and ways in. which

of theircgrandparents.



TheGood Old Days?..,
a e

to

Interview s eons who is old enough to rememVoconat life was like before the J ays of
gre,at usage° oil and natural gas Ask him or herihs4westions that follow and othersthat you
thin1( of Your .

1o

° .0
1. What kind of lights did you use in your home?

How was It heated?'

41/4\

fs
2 What fabric's were clOthes made of? Was clothing harder or easier to take care of

.

3 What sort of washing machine did yourhave?

4, What kind of stove (and what kind of fuel) did your family use for coohng?
.

V.I k 4$ /
:0I Did you have a refrigerator? How did you keep your food fresh?

- 1
. .

foodHQW was food packaged when it came from the store?.. .

Wet did milk comrela?
,

Was your milk delivered? ow?

1

( i hink up as many more questions of your own as you ca,n Ask them during the interview/7
16
Put the answers on the back of this paper ) .

. - , .
. .. ....^^" .

To close the interview, ask these questions and write the answers on the back of this
paper. .- _ S . '

1
4: ,

Inwhat ways is life for you more enjoyable now that 'we have electricity, plastics, deter-
...gents. and other oil and natural gaproducts?

I ^ .
.

h I In what ways did you like the "good old days" better?

.

7 What sort of soap c,d you use? Did it clean as well as the cleaners' we haze now?

8 How,was your water hea ted for bathing and laundry?

b
9 Did your family have a car?. If not, how did you travel? How did you get to

school?
. ,

-

..

10 04,yclu have a/radio? What did it look like?

5

.

Did you go to the movies?
ifWhat kin0 of entertainment tfid you enjoy?. . ..

e

\

,

e

t

al
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Activity 2. Improv'e Ybur Applianc e E.Q.*

GRADE LEVEL: 9 12

4

OBJECTIVES The student will be able to determine the energy efficiency of
specified appliances.

VOCABULAkY: Ampere, Voltage, and Watts.

ACTIVITY: Have'each student complete the [tie below.

i/
- Chart A

It C.

ti

APPLIANCE BRAND NAME 'WATTS REQUIRED

,

Black and White TV .

. .

Blowdryer

Color:Television

Dryer

Electric Alarm Clock

Hot Water Heater

MAcrowavg.Oven

Oven/range
.

Portable Electric Heater)

Radio.

Refrigerator /Freezer

rToaster

N.

,

.

'

.1i").

a

.
.

,,

..

.

.

..

,

.../

. .

i
,

. ,
:

..

41*

The wattage may
.

not,..appvar on some appliances. In that cas e, amperes are given.

To change amperes to watts, the student may use this formula.

*Energy Quotient
.

Amperes x Voltage of circuit = Was

*

On tir, followingday, a lst will be compiled, and comparison of brand name appliance
1

will begin :41th the selection of the brand using the least energy

-
SKILLS. Mu ltip11%.ation'of whol. numbers and decimals Comparison of results

"Note With Larger appliances,ithe student nay usethe.brochure to obtain the qft
4wattage or amperes

4
4

I

re*. e. 1.4"

r.

j.

,



Activity 3 Changing Watts to Kilowatts

GRADE LEVEL: 9 - 12 qi

OBJECTIVE: The student should be able to. 1) tonvert Qatts to kilowatts,
2) relate the energy demand to consumption of kwhi in er specified time.,

VOCABULARY: Kilowatt and Kilowatt-hour

ACTIVITY

A

esiclg Chart A (revised from accumulation of students' results), the
, teacher introduces the kilowatt (a unit of electric power equal to

1001 watts) and begins the activity of changing the wattage of indivi-
dual dpplianceS to kilowatts.

Example Light barb 100 watts =

104 t 1.000 = 1 kw

kilowatts

APPLIANCES WATTS KILOWATTS

4Black and White. TV

Blowdryer

Color Television

Dryer

Electric Alarm Clock
4

Hot Water Heater
4

Microwave Oven)

Oven/Range

!

Portable Electric Hear

Radio

Refrigerator/Freezer

Toaster

6

After convorting all the wattage to its kilowatt equivalentthe teacher introdu4
the term kilowatt-hour (the use of one kilowatt in one hour or 1000 watt-hours).

A good activity to do with the stucnts at this time is a demonstration involving
the Watt-Counter Informatiop about this device may be obtained)p:ot your County
Coordinator The, Watt Counter is an electronic device which measures the kwh an
appliance uses It is programmed to indicate the kwh for the.larger appliances (e.g.
refrIgerat8r, ovcrfrange, dryer, central air And.heat, water heater, and lights) at
the average use for a family of four. It also gives a reading in the cost per day
in dollars and cents. (Some students relate to this figure better.) .

SKILLS. ,Division of whole, numbers and decimals

MATERIALS NEEDFD Watt-Counter or the "Blue Box"

63 70
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Act 4: Reading Your. Electric Meter

GRADE LEVEL: 9 - 12

OBJECTIVE: Student'can read his/her electric meter.,

VOCABULARY! Clockwise, counAr clpckwise

ACTIVITY: Complete the handout "Read Your Electric Meter
Right." Using their meter readings, have each
student figure the apount of KWH his/her house-
hold consumed over a specified time.

SKILLS: Subtraction and/or addition of whole numbers.
Acti'vity 5: Word Problems Involving Electrical Energy
GRADE LEVEL: 9 - 12

OBJECTIVES: The student is able to apply basic math skills
to calculate correct answers to energy word
problems.

VOCABULARY: Peaked

ACTIVITY: Find the an swers to the.followinC 20 problems.
'4. Fill in the table with the wattage of each appliance

(Use Chart A). How long would you have to run each
appliance to burn 1 kwh of electricity? Round ans-

.wers to the nearest tenth.
Hint: DiVidd 1000 watts (to 1 kwh) by the watts ofthe appliance.`

APPLIANCE'
1000 watt light

1. , toaster
e 2. portableelecti-ic heater

3. blow dryer'
4. electric alarm clock
5. color t.w.
6. black and white t.v.
7. ,microwave oven .

8. oven /range
9. hot water heater

-10. electric dryer
11. -refrigerator/freezer

, 12, radio'

WATTS HOURS
lobo 10 hrs. = 1 kwh

.44

A

4

,

-.
. .

13, In'Florida you 're charged approximately $.06 for each kwh3.
used, In a month's time your family used 900 kwh of elect-
ricity. What was the basic charge you paid on your electri-

lgi cal bill?

i441.- In August your use of electricity peaked to 1500 kwh. How

--\,
much was your basic charge for this summer month ?\

6

g

1 law,
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Read y ur
ELECTRIC MET

RIGHT
If you have a meter like this (digital)qust Write down the numbers

)_ok .aorne of tr
iifn right and. some turn'

a

44

If your meter looks like this (dials) read the right one first . Write down the last
number the hand has passtd

READ FROM RIGHT TO LEFT

Take-the I3St reading
from the new reaciingt

2
46372 new reading
45109 last reading
1263 amount of kilowatthours

you have used

This .* rr ; to read a -*e. - at there is one more thing If a hand is right on a numbe and you

don t 7..4 has passed ',eh do this Look at the dial to the right Has the hand passed 01

METER
WEEK OF READING

It this that op the right 1)33 passed
iurite down the number the

hand oh the left wainting to In
this case ' 7;

If th'e dial on the right has not
passed 0. whte down the number
th,-* dial on the left has just

In this case 'V

Tv4

mmmi

..airjr

i.

kerinessPoi h Office. of Power
/Valley . Divis/on of Energy Conservat.on & Rates
Authority Conservation and Energy Management Branch



IS. On one weekday you had your refrigerator on for 24 hrs., your color t.v.
on for 4 hrs., and your dryer on for 1 hr. 'hhat woulx be the total numbei
of kwh consunee? hint: Use Chant C.

16...Using. the numgez of 10;rh from problem how nuel diu it cost to run those
3 appliances for that particular day?

1'. Seventy- gallons (>41011 must be burned to generate 1000 k of elturicity:
Your schopl uses 30,000, kw per morth. Pow much oil was buineu to piovide
electriciky for your 5,ppool ?'

Each barrel of oil hdld 42 gallons. Your dad's Company sec ite equiva-
lent of 4 barrels of o for heat last January. Pow many gallons of oil
were consumed? .

19. Approximately how Amy kw di4 your father's company censure in January.

,20. If you could conserve 20 kwh a day, how much oil in barrels woulu you
conserve in a period of 300 days?

.

SKILLS. 'Completing a chart interpreting infordalion and selecting appropriate
math operations-givision and multiplial-ion of whqle nt.mters, use of
decimals and roun4ing off to the neatest tenth) to answer each pro-

*blem correctly.

Activity 6: Lval ng Al;Corditioners

GRADE LEVEL: 9
I

OBJECTIVE: The student is able to compute the Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER)

it

I
VOCALULARY:.

AC11V1TY:

and apply this knowledge to his own air conditioners

', Cooling Capacity, and Energy Efficiency Ratio

Afr c 6itioners can be evaluated in two ways: (1) by its cooling
capacity (the amount of heat that an air conditioner can remove from
the air in one hour). This amount of heat is measured in British
Thermal Units (BTU) (the aMbunt of heat needed to raise the temera-
ture of one pound df water one degree F)., A 10,000 BTU unit will
extract 10,000 BTU's of heat from a pont every hour. (2) its "Entry
Efficiency Ratio" (EER) which is the number of B1V's of heat that
one watt of electrical energy will remove from the air'in one hour.
The- student can' determine the EER of his/her air conditioner by
diuiding the capacity in BTU's per hpur by its per requii-ed in
watts. This Lnformation can be foune on a metal plate on the unit:

s'-
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LER = KIU.'1ER

WATTS

For example: a 10',00C BUJ unit cmiumts 20'00 watts, its ELR =
10 00U = S. The higher the ELR rating the better.
7L6707
It Is an important factor to censidei when Piirdha-
sing an air conditioner.

SANTLE cULCT IONS

Find the ILR rc.ting tt.r each air conditioner and rank each according to the kale

1 9.poor
6 7 fair
8 9 good

10 - over great

1. P11;Jr 12"C 3,000

KII:/1.r 25,000 1Natts: 3,000
5. BTU /hr, 17,700 Watts: 2,50,0

4. 1-r. 20 , Watts: 2,00C'

KILLS: Pivision of Whole Numbers

Information obtained for this actiuity as found in. 'Energy for Today and
Tommorou, Energy Conservation Research, Mahern, Pa. 19355-, 19 '; pp. 19-Z0

k
E,ALLATION Ci.e each student a fictitious aMbunt of money and ask each to go

out'and buy major appliances needed in his/her future hoed. The
student may:not spend more than the specified amount of Money and
must, justify why he/she bought certain appliances in terms of
energy conservation and consumption.

r
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1
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Grades: 9 10

WILL THERE BE BIRGY/ FOR ME, IN 1993?

Jeanne Earnest

LhNCTH OF TIME: I - 3 weeks

GENERAL OBJECTIVE. To learn to Qrganized material to make a 3
mative spee

KEY VOCABULARY: Solar, geothermal, exponential, fusion, fission, photovoltaic,
biom es, conservation, OPEC, DOE, ethics

ACTIVITIES:

1. Teach 2-level outlining (3 days). Use yolir grammar hook with handout
exercises.

2. Teach note card techniqi from grammar book.
3. Brainstorm on the use of energy and the waste of energy.
4. Sham film. See suggestions in resources.
5. Handout: "Energy Vocabulary.' Students look up oefinitpns aPd learn

for quiz.
6. handout: "Suggested Speech Topics on Energy." Let students look them

over and choose three. Sign up on a master sheet for the first choices
No more than 2 students to a topic. Many topics will be narrowed to
some .other aspect or angle.

". Go to library for 2 class days to gather material. Students encouraged
tc use public., community college, university libraries, or pamphlets
from local agencies.
The student is required to use 3 different sources:

a. newspaper
b. book
c. magazine
d. pamphlet
e. personal' interview of local exert

8. A week later the 2-level outline is clue. This sould have between 12-16
items. Teacher evaluates for ample ideas for 3 5 minutes speech.

9. Students ha%e a seek to write and prepare speech to be given orally.
It takes between S 8 pages of written material for a 3 5 minute

speech. P .

10. Rough readable araft in ink outline, note cards are tarred in .her.
sped.ch'is given.

11ANDCCT:
12

ENERGY VOCAILLAM

Look up definitions and learn. Write a good sentence using each s.ord.

I. biomass
2. DOE
3. fission
4. exponential
S. geothermal energy

4

Iv

J

6. conservation
7. fusion
8. OPEC

9. Solar energy
10. ADhotovoltaic

68
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Han dout :

In the 4aLe at the left,

N---

ECTRGI cc1:

%rite the letter of the coriect matching answei.

saving natural resources
Dept. of Energy
plant materials IP thy form
doulling time
splitting of atoms
formation of heavier nucleus by
combining 2 lieiter ones
mixture of hydrocarbons
heat energy in the earth's crtst
electromagnetic radiation emitted
by the sun
changing energy from one ,form to
another

BTU

organization of Petroleum. Exporting
Countries

!" providing a source of eltctric cur-,
rent under the influence of light.

14 solar energy A.

2. OPEC B.

3. fission C.

phototcltaic D.

geothermal E.

conservation
exponential

r.6.

8. fusion. G.

9.( biomass V.

10. DOI- I.

J.

E.

L.

AN

land

L 3. L 4. N! 5. E 6. A 7. D 8. F 9. C 16. B

SUGG STED SPEECH TOPICS ON EaRG1 (3-5 minutes)

1 ,shat is-Lrcrgy?

Bo% Lorg hill Our Coal Last?
3. Is There an Oil Shortage?
4. What is Nuclear Energy?
S. What are the Nuclear Arguments?
6. hhat are the Anti-nuclear Arguments?

HO% Long %ill Cur Natural Resources Last?
. is. Solar Energy Practi61?

9. Is there a Place for Synthetics?
0. Po% do he Get Energy for Our Wes? '

1. What is thFuture for Electric Autombiles?
2. ibs,' Does Energy iffect Our Environment:

3. What are Some Careers in, Energy?
4. Shoulc you Use Wood to 14eat Your .Eome

S. How_Practical is Gasohol?
6. Who Should Have Energy Education? %
". 410'w Milh Does EnICOSts?

18. Is Energy Importan to Agrifulture?
19. Can U.S: Get Along Without OPEC?
20. Discus Ethics in the Use Of Energy.
21. is then Any Alternatie to Out Energy Problems?
22. Do he Need Rationing? ,.

.

23. What are ihe'Energy Solutions for the Developing Countries?.
24. %hat Shall'we do.With Nuclear Wastes?
2S. Is Oil Shblc.A SolUtion?

.tt
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26. Petrole Energy.
27. Win ower for Energy.
28. Transportation Energy Use.
29. 'hater Power as Energy.
30. Why is leranium Inportant? .

31. Are Reactors the'Answer?
, 32. Could breeders Help the Energy Problem?

33. Should the U.S. Take the Soft Path?
34. Should the U.S. lake the Hard Path?
35. Why is Saudis Arabia Important to Energy'
36. Eow Does Japan -Get Its Energy?
37. hhy is Exponential Growth Scary?
38. Is Cogdheration the Answer to Energy?
39. 8i0M255*- How CAf. V:e Use It?
40. Ethics in Energy Production.
41. Do We Have Enough Gas?
4 Lek Howard Latimer.'
437 Nature) Gas Maybe The Solution.
44. Oil Solution Needs Our Immediate Attention.
AS. flow CaL he Conserve OurEncrgy?'

4. Are Synfuels the Solu :ion to our Energy Needs?
47. Who Can Usi, Geothermal?
48. hill the South Survive?
49. What are the Moral Issue of Energy?
SO. hill he Have Enough 'Electricity fez- Your Hair Dr)er? in
51. If you have another topic you would like to consider. see'ycui teacher.

40'

11. Write your governor, luislators,-environmert agency power company, or
appropriate grcup for information as resource material or asking their
positiohs on an energy issue.

]2. Speech tine 3 5 days. Speeches are timed'. Pre-volunteering wcrks
well the day before.

.

13. Visit the power copy in your area. 4
14. Read Silent Spring, by Rachel Carsoloand write.a summary.

gote taking for rote cards, outlining, vocabulary speaking, using
Reader's Guide and vertical file in library, letter writing; ]is-
,4\tening and evaluation. .

.10

14r

RESOURCLS: Film. "Energy A Family Album," 81/2 mknutes, clr, DOE
"Energy The American Experience," 2811 minutes, 'clr, DOL
Check vounty catalogue or media centet_

PostN-s. Display energy poster on bulletin boards

EVALUATION.'

1. Vocabulary Quiz
2. Student will grade each others speeches.
3. Teachci gives 2 grades one for the speedl, me on readable rough draft,

outline and notecards.

I

7
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* BISLICGRAPHY

Organizations and Publications

Amoco Educational Services, Public Affairs, Mc 3795, P.O. Box 5910 - A,
Chicago, Illinois 60680

"toal," National Coal Association, Coal Bldg., 1130 Seventeenth Street, N.W.,
wasliingtion, D.C. 20036

Deciding How To Live on Spaceship Earth, Allen, Foti, Wrich and Woolard,
MCDo6gal. Littell & Company, Evanston, Illinois

Energy Posters and Fact Sheets, Dept. df Energy (DOE) Film Library, P.O.
Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.*

"Facts about Oil," "Under Sea Drilling," American Petroleut Institute,
1801 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 I

"Geothermal Energy & Our Environment," DOE, P.O. BOx 62, Oak Ridge,
TN 37830

National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
washington, D.C. 20009

"NO, The ,Energy Crisis Has Not*Gone Away!" Americans for Energy, P.O.
) Box 832, Washington, D.C. 20044

"The ABC's of Oil." Gulf Oil Company, P.O. Box 1563, Houston, Texas 77001
"Wha't Is Energy?" 1160, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830

"World Energy SurveY," Ruth Loper Sward, The Rockerfeller Foundatioh
, 1133 Avenue of the Auericag, New York, N.Y. 10036

a
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111,YCU 1N LARGY USE

Sharon. L. lkilk Guy S: harnei Nelda S. Segers Mary MU, Dar.fs

GRADE LEVEL): 10, 12 (Average advanced abilities) 1

LENC111 CF MUM,: 6 days

GLNEPAL OBJECTIVES:

The YCU In Energy Use is an energy nooule deigned as an interdisciplinary
study far secondary science, socia) studi'es, and/or Lig1ish courses,..lbe ful-
lavong criteria were used in deyelbping the modulc:

..%\
. .

1. Is the subject appropriate for these students and is it important for
society?

We arc living it a world that is doubling its poWation every 3; years,
By 2018, we will add as many peopie\to the earth as.t-, e been added ii. the his-
tory of mankind.

the industry of the world id dcub ing every IQ years. Pt Ulf:: r,..tt we v1,1

need as much energy between new and 19 I as was produced thrdugLout the eart1,1-
history.

Gur nation doubles its oil*consumption every 9 yearS. At this rate, titre

will increase ova use and dependence on oil between now and 1990 as much we

, did from the beginning of history of man until today.
Often our hopes for new and abundant sources of energy are clouded by pre-

blems nuclear powe'r has unsolved problems of thermal pollution and uisposal
of hazardous w tes; sources of transportation problems. In order to sole
these porble , he desperately need a generation of scientists who site conmutted
to the wise se of their discoveries. Moreover, we need a generation of non-
seientists_wko knov enough about chemistry alyi physics to anticipate the out

fi come of technical ,decisions and to compute long-range costs and benefits al, well
as short-term gains. There hai never been a time when political and ceonomuL
judgements were likely to get us into scientific ticuble.

2. is the subject related to course goals and objectives/

This energy module addresses and reinforces the following basic

-a. English
determan4king main ideas

(2) sequencing of facts
(3) identifying cause and effect
(4) drawing conclusions and.'predicting outcomes
(5) making inferenices 0

(6) discriminating betie ©n fact and opinion ti

(7) constructing sentences,, paragraphs, essays
(8) /increasing vocabulary

/ (9) .increasing reading skills

72
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al,

P .

b. Social Studies
(1) comparing and contrasting ideas
(2) interpreting graphs
(3) discriminating between-fact and opinion
(4) specific objectives related ta economics: C

(a) determining future through examination of past, and present
(b) encountering choice
(cl relating supply and demand 42. /

- /

c. l''Science c..--' 4 / k. °
,

(1) preparing an hypothesis
.

(2) making observations
(3) preparing data tables and graphs
(4) -organizing facts and manipulating variables
(5) drawing .conclusions .

(6) interpreting date and making predictions

3. Ai.e adequate materials available for all views?

The module includes a brief reading assign Tent on many possible
energy sources, as well as a bibliography of classroom materials. Mos,t
media centers will provide bibliographies of available energy materials
to teachers upon request.

........

4. Can Audenfs be eva.ivated?

. Evaluation of the reading assagnment and construction of positive
immediate and long-range personal goals for energy use will,be given
to the students on the final day. Students will add the above valu-
ation to the coo1lection of written materials formulated during £he
energy study. This compilation w411 he turned in for teacher evalua-
tion.

. ,

' -

5.' Can the subject be Otalt with in the time provided?

The energy module- as stated will easily fit into the prescribed
six-day' s.chedule. Teachers also have flexibilIty within the schedule
to enlarge various sections. relevant to ir.pailicular subject matter.

.....1 ,

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
e

Upon' completion of this module, the Studetit should be able to:
/

1. Assume responsibility of managingla personal energy budget for a
given period

'
pL. time.

le, -- 4111.

2. Predi the consequences of expOlsptial growth as it applies to
the p oduction and consumption of energy.

...

. 3. Compare the long-term and short-term alternative energy technologies
with hard-path and soft-path technologies.

., w

4. Identify benefits and potential risks associated with the applica-
tion of alternative technologien meeting our energy needs.

II'

5,' Evaluate the impact of life styles upon the consumption of.energy.

5

, 1

6. Evaluate perkipal opinion concerning ethical responsibilities toward I

energy/economic trade-offs. . - i

I

-

1
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KEY VOCABULARY' ITEMS:

Refer to: (1) Factsheet No. 18--Alternative Energy Sources
Glossary of Terms, National-Science Teachers
Association, Washington. D.C. 20009.

(2) Energy Quickies (see attached sheet)
_SFQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:

DAY 1

TIME ACTIVITY

5-10 minutes A. Discuss: 1. Wh at is energy?" (The abi-
'.v 'lity tb do work)

2. How are we 'able to do work
(e.g. daily, tasks) without
running out of energy?

3. *What effect does a food
shortage (hunger) have on
you in your "Energy consump-.
tion?

5 minutes B. Use Overhead Transparency and Discuss:
Forms of Energy (See attached sheet.)

C. Show Film: E ergy in Perspective:
This film maybe obtained on 'loan from tte
following address:

Dr. Stan Kmet
Florida Council' on Econmig Education.
P.O. BoS 17785
Tampa, FL 33682

10-15 minutes D. Summarize the film: 1. List and discuss
drfferent energy
sources,

2. Emphasize loss of
energy whew con-
verting from "type"1.

of energy to another.
5 minutes E. Assign Keeping of Notebook: . All information

distributed and ectiyities completed dur-
ing this module will be compiled in a sepa-
rate notebook which will be evaluated 'by .

the teacher upon completion of modble.
Encourage students to include in this note-
bdok the following: cartoons, newspaper
articles, pictures, etc.--al pertinent to ' '

the topic under discussion.

Explain Grading Procedure: The folldwing
criteria will be used in assessing a grade:

I
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.TIME: , Acr Try

9

) a. Completing activities and writing,
assignments

b. Sequential recording of discussion
topics and main points

c.. Using notebook specified by the
teacher and .arranging. neatly all
information therein

d. ProViding accurate'answers'to the
objectives questions #e. Answering subjective questions

DAY 2 t

. .
15 minutes

.. &t
A. Shos Film: Toast. Order from 'Bullfrog Films, Inc.

I
. . ,oicsy, PA 19547

db V
Rental fee: $18 fr;j

1' minutes
.4

,

B. Assign jrf-Class wrrtirlg. D \. ,
, ...

c .
Before discussion of film. Have students lorrite0a pap-/ . i 'graph describing ;their infnediate responses td*this film.
Note: Depending upon the. ability, level of the students,

minutes

.

a.

4

"I think the mat 'idea of this fiimlwas ..,"

"q..*141s,,ctuss Energir Wastes.

The ejrpbasis of the filins,is on' the AI of energy 'Hi
ploducing`a commodity ihich'i§ also wasted- -the concept .fr,
of net energy, profit and loss. ;Point' out the energy

. changes-when dealing witli foodstuffs . :
1, ProCessing W4stes-7home cooked- megs versos TV din-

ners, fast: food. restaurt, meals ; and naturalforgat
nic foods versus thpse. odS.with actd,iiives and
persehratIves. s

Af

d 2. aCkfeltr Wastes-- fast food's wrappers, non return
Vie bottles and cans also plastics which are not

.0

iii*Negradable. . .

3i) Production Gists and Energy Loss--Discuss transpor-
' station costs in imported foods, foods 'Shipped. cross

country (lettua), and 'valve changs if 'everyone
lived sn local supplies only. ...

4. aid:Result: In all' the change's involved,. in dealing .
with the foods we eat, energy losS must be .consi-
de'reti Although we can "afford" to purchase another
piece Of bread to replace th biirned toasx, can we
affoid the ,energy:loss?

./,

-

40$
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10 minutes

0

A

-
5. Optional: ,Write a paragraph which

describes 'personal opiniort.Ved on
new information.

Is

Review Energy Use Survey Form.
Students are 'to monitor 6 waking hours
by recording approximate time usage for
each item listed. -(AutomObries_pimst
record miles /gallon and distance traveled).
See attached..shee

DAY

A ,

'I
y

TINE ACTIVITY
10-15 marfuies T15Eass the Six -Flour Eriergy Use Survey.

1. What Item(s) was/were Used.most of the time
2. What Item(s) may have used the most energy?

\1.5-20 'manutes' B. 1,:anapulate the Energy Market: Divide the class intod/
three seual sections. Give the stud61111 in each sec -'
tion an energy credit.card'(see attached sheet) .*lop
With a designated budget limit. An abundant avail-
ability by 250 units, and conservative availability
by 150 units. Note that'time is no longer aiconsider-'
atioris. 'The energy units prescribed on the survey form
are to be recorded folohg-term or'short-term use
of the item during the 24 hr. recording period.

20-25 minutes
.

C. Discuss the Parallelism of the Terms Financial Crisis
in a Financial Budget and Energy Crisis in an Energy
Budget.

1. 'what are the signals'of,a crisis? * ,

a. Inability t9 make income (resources) meetk
demandsL

.

a b. Decreased or stabilized, income (e.g. inflation
calising students to bargain for,higher allow-

. ances)
c. Spending spontaneous

. .

... , . 1
d.' Borrowing from the future' (credit use And lay-

.- . 'away .

4 e. Making purchases beyond financial revs
2. What are appropriate responses to the`signals?

a. Evaluating availpble resources. .

t . g b. Eliminating' credit use, spontaneous spending,
4, and purchasing (*fond means .4 .

. . ,c. Identifying areas of overuse
d. Budgeting resources to over basic needs

S
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.
* Energy Credit4CiFU

. At
Budget Limit

400 Units awner's Signature,
/

Energy Credit Card
,

,-

Budget Limit ,

250 Units Owner's Signature

,,Energy Credit Card

144Budget Limit

So,

150 Units Owner's Signature

DAY 4 v

fik

.

TIME
i At

ACTIVITY
, ..0

30 minutes :A. ,Assign In-Class Writing. Ask student to write a

1-2 page essay answerixt the following questions:
1. How was your lifestyle changed due to the amount

.

of energy available for consumption?
* 2. 'Mat were your personal feelings about your

lifestyle .change?

- TIME %. -AcTIVITX r .
. .. 0 f

, f. . % . ..e

"25-minutes A. Dikuss: ok.".0.,,e.'.,-

1. Supply and Deenand'Relationships Kith ,Future tribir-gy
.1

1'

B. -Dismiss Ethical Implications. (Paralleling Finan-

cing d Energy Fluctuations)
1. HOW would the public react to a sudden decrease

in the supply of energy?
a. Inherent goodness of man - humanitarianism

-

(e.g. nhtural disasters)

IP b. ,panic behavior--Conflict between self-ihterest

and social interest
4. Focusing on placing the blame rather than

on finding solutions
Ipro-Sum: Ones person's gain is another42erson's.:

1pss. Competition Lor energy 1979 Gas W ortageh

_Gas lines -

.3. Flow would the public react to a sudderrincre4se
in the supply of energy?

" a. .4pvings Plan:-Investirig in the future, increa-
sing future feserves

b. Spending Plan--Increasing cons ate % .

,4. What are alternative behavio each scenario?

.DAY 5

1
!

---,
ReSources 16 .

a. Infinite Rsources: ,(Timv is the Only infinite
.

411; I ,' resource that we have; and if it is not consumed v.

t . . - wisely, it too, is wasted.

, I%
. b. Supply'ependent on consumption (Facts do not 1-

a4 ceast ta, exist because ihey,are ignored.
%

.% r 77 .-Aldous Huxley)
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2. Exponential Growth--
a. T

2
= 70

R
b. Growth Rate and Energy Con sumption

1. World at 2X--dquble in-35 y9rs
2. U.S. at 1Xdouble in 70 years
3. Florida at 3.5X--double in 20

years
4. 'Electrical use per person at 5.6X

.n U.S. --double in 12.5 years
05 minutes a. Use Overhead Tilensparency and Discuss

1. world Use of Oil (see attached sheet).
Note that consumption will double in on
decadeif consumption rate remains at 7X.

`2.* Oil Consumption and Exponential Growth--
w;th an 'exponential increase in any reserve,'
it does not matter exactlithow much the
reserve is; what matters_is the percent

' consumption. c
A

20 mites C. A Ssign In-Class (persorial Energy Manage
ment) ' .

Have students list the specific conservation/
efficiency measures that they could use bo
decrease their energy deritnd. Some examples
to use are the following: restricting the use

-of electricity during peak hours (be'specific)
taking shorter or cooler showets, and using .

lower watt liiht.bulbs.
D. Aso.gn "Putting the,YOU in Use to read

and answer 'questions over the *ekepd.

IP

tEVALUATION DAY The reading assignment. the questions,-and the
answers should be placed in the noteboOk. On

40, Day .6, the teacher will go over the answers
. and haile students check their answers. Teacher

will then collect the noteboolcs fin- evaluation:
' Discussion of the entire module mill,cfollow.

0

DAY 6 .

4%.

\

4 , 0
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Energy

First low Erfergy cannot be created or destroyed

By DaYni E. LaHart
Florida Solar Energy Center

Second Low E ergy can be changed from one form to another. but at each change there is a
significant lost of energy All energy becomes heat radiated into the environment

Consumptio
Atnencans use about 1/3 of the world s energy but represent 6 percent of the world'spopulation In
1280, we.used 82 quads (quadrillion Blu is 10') One quqd is equal to the amo nt of gasoline u/sed.
by 12 minion cars in one year: enough energy to heat I matron homes for years Ronda will
consume over two quads in 1981

Petroleum
3/4

.

In 1978. the US consumed onoverage of 18 7 niTliion bagels of oil per day (785 4million gallons) Of
this. 8 2 minion barrels (44 percent4 was imported oil Floydion; used an average of 574 gallons of
gasoline in 1978, the notional average was 532 gallons Florida's rote of gas consumption is 17
million, gallons per day

Electricity
Electricity-generating pitits take three unit's' of fuel and prockpe two units of heat and one unit of
electricity 40°

Electricity is usually measured in worts and time (Kilowatt = 1,000 watts )

Kilpwaff/hour 100watt light bulb burning for 10 hours The overage Florida household uses 1,000
kwh each month Since it takes about one pound of coal to produce one kwh of electricity, it
requires about 1.003 pounds of coal, to reduce the etectncity for each Ronda household each
Month (six tons per yogi).

. ,

Eteattical Power I

10 mw (million watts) praduces enough electricity for 4.uuu people
_ __fr

A1.000 -mw plantftroAuces enough electncity for a city of 350 00G people This is a common size for a
,

nuclear plant . 0 .,
. ,

It would take the primary produchvity of 912 square ankh of southern pine fOYest to provide the fuel
fora 1.000-,thw eiectrical plant operating at 80 perce0 load and 33percent efficiency -each year

9otor Facts Kr .
.," ____.____

The solar radiation that faf4n '2 Of 1 percent of the land area in the United States is equal fo our,
total projected energy demand in year 2003 Unfortunately and plant% collect this energy at less,
than 1 perclint efficieciacy Total U S biomass fix6tion is °bow/ 5 million tonsper yeor Ind (ot ).500 Btu
per piindAis equal to 75 quads . . . '
Ronda receives a maximum of about t00 Btu per square foot at solo noon on a cloudleida; 1 600
Btu per square footi(5.045 won't-lour/a-0) is a good average for the entire day .

.
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EN'ZP.GY USE SUR VD
ELECTRI7: EtaRGY USE

AMO IT
Al'PLIACES OF T

IN U
barge
Air Conditioner
Water heater
Clothes Dryer
Refrigerator
Deep Freezer.
Dishwasher
Range
Clothes Wacher
Incandescent I.:xghts
Color TV
Fan,
licrodave Cven
?luorescent Lights
Black/Jhite TV
Stereo.
Radio
Vacuum Clearier
TrashCothTactor .

Garbage Disposal

1 Snail (Heat Producing)
. Electric Skillet

Hair dyer
Iron

Toaster
Other:

Coffee Maker

4

Small (Non-He.at Producing)
Clock
Blender
taxer'
Can Open .

Toothiwush
Electric Shaver
Other:

11.,

TIZA:-Z;FORTATI EttERGY IN1PG 'DISTANCE
TRAVI: D

Autobile
`.1.chool Dun .
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err;:4:RGY -CREDIT CARD

HANDOUT

BUBG,:T.LINIT
Units Owner's Signature

ELECtRICAL ENERGY USE COST IN COST. UNITS.*
APPLIANCES. i ENERGY USED IN

UNITS 24 HOURS
Large
Air Conditioner. 132.00
Water Heater 42.00
Clothet Dryer 20.00
Refrigerator ar 18.00
Deep Freezer' ' 18.00.
Dishwasher 15.50,
Range 12.00 -44.

Clothes Washer 10.00
Incandescent Lights

f:

8.00
Color TV l 4.50
Fan 3.00
Nicrowave Oven , 3.03
Fluorescent Lights 2.65
BlaeXiihite TV 1.04
overeo

.
1.00

-7-1.00
/YAW

It atlio

Vacuum Cleaner
:' Trash C'cimpactor

Gaibage Dispspal

0.50
0.50
0.30.

2.00

T

%).s

11----

Small (Heat Producing)
Electric Skillet
Hair Dryer 1 1.50
Iron 1.50
Coffee Naker 1.00

'0.50.Toaster'
Other:

4' 0

Small, (Non-Heat Producingt .
Clock 0.20
Blender
fixer * )

0.10
0.10 1.

Can Opener 0.05 S
Electric Toothbrush 0.05
r.lectric,Shaver 0:05

TRANSPORTATION .ENERGY USE
Automobile Jit

1,passenger 150.00
2 passengers 75.00
3 passengers 50.00

School Bus
..

1.50
.

TOTAL

S3
a
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Puttln! r Y...L1 in L. Use -

For the past five days,. you have been sttfdying about the energy
a

situation in our count*. Personal choices in energy use, as reflec-

ted by our lifestyles can and do play a vital role in determining how

much energy must be produced to meet ,our energyeeds. In the past

when there were feger people (energy consumers) and petroleum was 1;6 h

plentiful and cheap, we did not have to be concerned with hciVwe us

energy nor even how much we needad.Now, however,, we must be concerned,

You have learned that our demand for energy has been growing exponentially

and that this kind of a growth pattern inevitably leads to serious

problems in supplying energy no matter how large, our energy resourcesA

might be,

Petroleum became our chief energy resource because

it is a highly concentrated form of energy. 'It has

been relatively easy to extract petroleum from th2

ground, transport-. it from place to place, and refine it

into a variety of products to meet our enqrgyi-needs. Butt

the picture is fast changing. Petroleum is no longer cheap,

nor is it plentiful. ye are know impoitint

nearly as much petroleum as ye are producing from

our own oil wells. This, of cpurde, 'results in a

transfer of significant' amounts of our capital to

other countries (eLpecially OPB.0 countries) 44
.

makes the United States vulnerable to interruptions

14 our energy supply.

Aat about the future? 4111' we be able to'shIfi away from our
1 4

dept:ndence on petroleum as our chief energy resource to another fuel
r

.

source? Is it wise to deplet4 the world's supply of peiroleigby

burnimg it in our cars ani trucks? Remember that the petrochemiCal

industry produCesothousands of important products-that we use ipour

(everylatlives. Ifthe petroleum resources becoqa exhadhted, or pro-

hioatively exp..sive', h:.)%. ' 11 our lifqstyles be 'affected by a scarcity

)111 N,trocne,iical,prodpi0( ..hat about our exist:nd*alternate technop-
,

,.,.4.es, or possible scientific discoveri,3s and "b1-.eaxthrout-hsP in the -
L

future?, mill they help? 'frank about t.iese questton5 while you consider
----.

th tollow4n6 tnformatiOn on pur energy future."
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The Joite:1 jtateslias fhe,,.latEest coal reaerves in the world. How

our coal ;upplies'will last depends upon the rate of &se, and es-
.

peciaily upon the .growth in the rate of use. But there are problems

as well as benefits in increasing our use of .coal to fuel our electrical__

generating plants. Part of the environmental price we_pay*for coal

concerns land use. A deep mine req es arou2d 9,000 acres to produce

enough opal to operate a 1,000 megawatt coal-fired electtic p derplarit.

If a surface mine is used such as a strip nine, then 14,000 cres of

land are required.

a Sole water pollution also occur as a result of'.. producing electri-.

city from coal, 'oath fro the mining process and in the form of thermal

pollution fro-141the conversion process. Air pollItion, however, is the

nor.,t serious env.ronmental problem of a coal-fired plant. Much care

must be taken. t) clean the smokestack's emIssilt of particulate matter
a

such ai fly ash. Thisdiaccotplished by passinc the hot exhaust gases

over electrostatic precipitators whlich remove.a significant amount of

the particulate natter that is present in the gases. It is, however-,

difficult and very expensive to remove all of the potentially harnful
)7

tnat nay have an adverse effect on the environment:

411 Silfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides are present

in the exhaust ,aaes produced- from the burning .of coal. Sometimes, th ey

ra,;. ca-se problems in our atmosphere and help produce undesirable products

such as smoz.and' acid rain. The smoc can lead to serious respiratory

pro 1375, especially amok, those who are elderly and. those who are af-

At

:yfPct'd ')../ em?4eTa., asth.la, and °t respiratory conditions. Rain
v

rier sp

!..1,0 1-. -.1igi-it.1, acidic can zreatly , fi up to e.raaian of building
---:-.104

rat r.,..1'3 as sa1a as the iorrosion of metals. Acid rain can also make

la%.. '0-co le .t..3r11,, ttoreby reducin6.opport.inities .for commercial and

. a .

ro:!r:1!..ional fis4nj. .-
.' .

.

Ia.::relsin; our use of coal will also incicase the amount of carbon-
.- .

lippd1,.., tn.-0 11 is:eased iiNto the a.ho4here. ,cientists-ard'ut -cei,-.

tril.. :lit ovqrall effect t-ds .1,:iht x.--ive on out "climate. Some have

1r,,,A.-i tat ft.,. increa.5e of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere will'

brti -C.)1,... a ",1(-entiduso effect" wnicn'will result hie. slight warmin6

o t4 ,:arth vi! it, atiosphere. iLvon-a,slight warminj of just a few
.."'

. . . .

.1(-.,5-. could (texou611 a partial melting of the polar ice caps) bring

.
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abeat an.incruw,e in the size of our oceans. If this occurred, the

coastal cities of the world would be in jeopilltdy of becoming inundated

or flooded.

form of energy.

As you can sep,,there IL the potential for 'zany

serious social and environmental problems associated

with. increasing our use of coal to the poinnt'where'

its use will help us reduce our dependence on'petroleum.

'Yet, it is true that we have an abundance of coal at

the present tine and that it is a very concentrated

Undoubtedly, we will have tb depend on an increase

in our use of coal to help meet our energy needs for the near future,

But, we must use it wisely and continue our search for ways to use the .

coal that will lessen its impact on the environment. Here are soma ways

that are being'considered:
yy

Fluidized bed Combustion of Coal

Coal is by far the nation's moat extensive fossil, fuel resource, a resource
cn which we Mall surely have to rely heavily. Research is underway on new

ways to burn coal cleanly. One of the possibilities is fluidized-bed combustion

of coal, in which pulverized coal i3 burned in the presence of tiny particles'

of limestone. Sulfer from the coal is captured in the liMestons, and the ten-

peratures of combustion are low enough that formation of nitrogen oxides Le min -

imiied. The solid residue from such a process, instead qr being a disposal

problem as in the case of flue gas torubbers}may have value as an agricultural

nutrient.

Coal Gasification and Liquifaction
. /

In order to fill the,oil and natural gas gaps of the future satiafactorily,
it is possible that coal will need to be converted to liquid and gaa4fuels. In -

this way, most existing fuel- burning devices would be able to use the gas or
liquid made from coal without majoi modifications. Also, the processing that #
the coal would receive would remove most of the pollutants, such as sulfUr,
oxides of nitrogen,..and ash, leaving a clean-burning fuel.

. .

-\ Coal ificition involves subjecting coal to intense heat and capturing

1F:
rthe result gases. .repending on the process used, the final gas product may
have a re Lively low energy content, or may be a, "synthetic natural gas" that
is very pure and has the Aim& high energy content as natural gas.

The National Petroleui2 Council expects some coal gasification plants to
be in operition by 1iligt but it does not appear poeaible that there will be
enough to fill the pr "acted gap between'thclfemand for nauriltgasand the
domestic availability. .

While synthetic natural gas would riot present the pollts4on problems of
coal when it is burned, the glaifiCation process presents its own pollutiop
problems. It is, however, easier to reiore the pollutants from coal during its
gasification than try to remove them from the smoke as the coil is burned.

'9



AN major environmental concern with.,,coal gasification is that involved
in getting the coal out of the ground. Tremendous amounts of coal would be
required - about 605 tone an hour for each plant. Hach of the coal would pro-
b'ably be strip mina from large Natern coal deposits. Withaut reciamatioa,

. .

. which would `ultimately, add to the cost of tAel gas produced, large areas of
-i western wilderness lands could be devastated. ,

Another major problem for -coal gasification is water availability=. Planta_

will reqbire a great deal of water1 and -soma of this water will be lost by

evaporation. Unfortunately, the western areas where the most promiaing coal

deposits occur have limited water supplies. A recent National Academy of
'Sciences report concluded that,enough water is Available for mining and land
.reclamation at most potential coal mining sites, but not for large-scale con-

version to other energy forme at the western locationa. .
.44....._ 4

\
Thermal

i

pollution is also a problem in coal gaaifiCation.

Coal.could aleo.he liquified and used as a substitute for nil. TechniqUee

to accomplish this are now being studied, but am not as Car along as gasifica-

tion techniques. The envAconmental,consideratione for liquified coal are gen-

erally the same As for coal gasification, except that water requirements will

probably be even greater. .

J-

011 Shale

Oil shale is a finely textured rock that contains a tarlike material called

kerogen. When melted, kerogen gives off vapors that can be converted to shale

oil. Thia shale oil can then be refined into oil gasoline, and other petro-

leum products. Oil ahaN deposits are located primarily in Colorado, Utah, and

Wyoming. These deposits are estimated to contain the equivalent of several times
the-fecoverable oil in the United States.

:

There are two general ways of recovering shale oil. The one that has al-

ready been danonahrated is above-ground retorting, where the shale is colleqed

and heated, distilling the vapors toprodute the shale oil. The other process,

which is being,atudien, is in -situ retorting. ',This involves breaking up the

shale underground by hydraulic pressure or some type of extiloaAon. Then air

or gas would be introduced underground to support combustion. 'Some of the

shale oiliwould be burned in place to proli e the heat to liquify more, of the

shale (Aliso it can be pumped from the ground. This in -situ retorting has many

unresolved problems, control of the explosion and underground fira'are among the

largest. But it 21M being studied because above - ground retorting has tyo tre-

0mendous drawbacks, "One is the strip mining that an above-ground operation would

entail. But an even greater problem is the disposal of.wastos. Even high-grade

shale is about 7 percent rock or inert material, and these wastes swell up to

almost twice the oluidle of the original shale. Nothing will grow on these

wastes without 1 amounts-.of fertilt4sr and watering.

a

Shale development. would requir4 enormous quantities of water in areas where

Vie water is simply not available.
7

.

These problems make anything more than token shaleoil production unlikely

throag4-19p.
. 4 \ ' .'
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WINK ABOUT IT

1. Whatiare some
2. What are some
3. Describe some

produce elect
4. What benefits

plditts?,

5 Fluidized -bed

oil shale are
neuds. Which

Why?

reasons why petroleum became our chief energy resource?
problems that might result from our dependence on foreignoil?
of the problems associated with mining and burning coal to
ricity. .

to power our electrical generatingdoe; ,,coal hate ads a fuel

combustion of coal, cba-
three .technologies being
of these technologies do

Nuclehr Processes - =Fission R actors

gasification and liquifaction, and
considered to help supply our energy
you feel may be the most. promising?

For many years we have used nuclear reactors as,a heat source-for produc-

ing steam to drive electrical generators. Nuclear energypreseiftly makes only a

small contribution--lessAlTan 1M-to our total electrical energy. Our nuclear

electrical power plants are all based on the light water fission reactor. This

235type of reactoT used uranium 235 (U ) as its fuel source. But, the world's

reserves of U
235

ark ligated,.and this fuel source may also become scarce in the

near future.
,

y.

The nuclear plants that are presently operating in .the United Stites have,

Ito

for the most part, beenrelatively safe in operation, and produce minimal pro-

. . biers of air and tsater (thermal).pollution. One of the most serious problems

with nuclear plants is in the safe disposal and/or storage of the highly radio-
.

,

active waste materials that are produced.. These waste.paterials must be kept

'

strictly isolated from the envirtnment for long periods of time--some up to

thousands of years. As of yet, a satisfactory (safe) Tettition for radioactive

waste. disposal has not been found. Most people do not lariVradroactive waste

dumps located 14ithin their states. Would you'?

If the utility industry relies only on light witer reactors, the exhapition

of uranium reserves is not too imarl) years in the future. The advanced nuclear
reactor which 'would solve this supply problem is called the breeder reactor.
Of many types of breeders proposed, the most promising has been thought to be

the Liquid metal, fast'breeder5eactior (LMFBR). Such a reactor is significantly_

different from toda)os light water reactors. It is cooled with liquid sod= '

instead of with water. It is called a fact reactor because it does not'use a

moderator to slow down neutrons. And finally, it actually produces' (breeds)

additional fuel as it makes heat for electricity.

(
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The breeder reactor would use a mixture of uranium and plutonium for fuel. .

The plutonium can be fissioned, and in the process, neutrons strike the nuclei

of the uranium and produce more fissionable material, including plutonium.

It The LKFBR has the potential of being more efficient than light water

rifctors because of the properties of the sodium coolant. Thus less waste heat

. would be produced.

Breeder reactors would also deduce the escape of radiation into air and

water. The reactor core would essentially be a sealed system, and even the

email amounts of radioactive fissioil products now released by light water reactors

would be trapped in the core.

There are probleaa with breeder reactors, however. Some are due to the

nat:ute of the sodium coolant. Sodium ispa highly chemically reactive metal

that will burn if it is drowsed to either water or air. TUrther, it 13 a solid

at room tiaperature and requires an elaborate beating system to assure that

it will remain liquid throughout the coolant aystem. Sodium is not transparent,

which would,coaplicate refUeling and maintenance. The andium coolant would also

becoce intensely radioactive.

Some people believe that an accidental power Burstein an LMFBR could lead

to an uncontrolled chain reaction, which could explode the reactor and release

dangerous amounta of radiation. Others knowledgeable in this area say such an

explosion is Strictly inpoainte.,

The major-controversy exists over the plutonium produced by the breeder

reactor. Plutonium can be fashioned.into nuclear weapoes,
Plutonium is also ex-

tremely poisonous, and/it is a radioactive substance with a very long halt

life. Thus it mnatbe handled and stored under very carefully controlled condi-

tions and will remain radioactive for thousands of years. It should be noted

that hatonium dna been transpOrted 'end stored for years as part of the nation's

nucleat wapons program, so the problem is not unique to the breeder reactor.

Proponents also contend that light water reactors and breeder reactors cam work

in complementary faahloaq by recycling waste plutonium from light water reactors

into fuel for breeder reactors. The quantity of available plutonium cap then

always be adapted-to demand, so that there would never be a stockpile of

plutonium. It has beeK eatimated tat the stored_uranium -238 left over from '

producing fuel enriched in uranium-235 for light water reactors and weapons

manufacturb, if converted to plutonium in a breeder reactor, would Make availhble

to us epergy equivalent to all our known collreserve3.
.

Demonstration breeder reactors are operatingin the Soviet Union and France

and'are Wider construction or planned in West Germany and Japan. The U.S. de.

monstratioh plant, .the Clinch River breeder React6r Project, was planned to be

operating by 1983. The future of this plant is now unknown. The U.S was a

pioneer in breeder technology, but we have(now fallen far behind other countries.

It is Oobable that by 1985, about 10 breeder plants will be operating in European

countries. Germany,-Italy, and France are mounting a coopermiveteffort in the

Superphenix project, with a large breeder plant. to be completed in 1982.
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uclear Prccelses--Fusion Reactors
1

In the procim of nuclear fusion, two light nuclei are forced together under
extremely high temperatures and presaures to form a heavier nucleus, and a small
amount of their masa is converted into a tremendoua amount of energy., The tUaion
reaction for electrical power production will phbbably use forms of hydrogen
called deuterium and tritium to make a single helium nucleus and A neutron.

A

Scientist; have been working for 30 years to control fusion as a power
-source. The major part of their effort has been spent in trying to creite,a .

magnetic "bottle" to hold the thin, hot, ionized gas of hydrogen atoms, called a
plasma, needed for fusion: A solid container cannot be used because the al4Ahte3t
contact would destroy. the plasma, in addition, no material could remain intact at
the temperature needed to achieve fusion. But because the plasma consists of
particles with electrical chapea, it can be contained within a magnetic field
of the proper Shape.

No one has yet been able to make such a confinement field that will'hold
tog4ther even for thir fraction of a second needed to achieve fusion. In the
1960'a, some physicists said that fusion power appeared impossible because of
the basic laws of science. Belt today, it appears 'that success is posaible,.al-
though many engineering problems remain to be aolVed.

The most promising magnetic confinement approach seems to be the tokomak,
a doughnut-shaped device originally developed by the §ovieta (who have freely
abared peaceful fUsion information) and layer refined by the the United States.
Other approaches are the theta pinch concept; which TisEta brief, prwerful.pulses
of energy to squeeze a tube of plasma into the fusion range; an0 the magnetic
mirror concept, which contfaina the plasma between "walls" of magnetic fields.

A race is now on to see which of these three concepts (each of which has its
variations and refinements) will be the most effective--with the possibility 0

that elements of any of the tree bay be combined in a working fusion pow reactor.
A progression of experiments in the U. S. and other countries could lead to oper-
ation of. cbMmercial scale fusion power plants in the 1990's, with fusion making
a significant contribution to the overall energy supply in the first decades of
the 21' century.

)0pe hope for bettering this timetable.is the concept ofinertial confinment
oP'151asma. In this pmocess, the powerful, concentrated energy Ff lasers would be
used. thus this process is often called laser fusion.

These-timetables for development of fusion power asaumre a reiat;pe moderate-
level of government spending. A large increase in spending might speed commercial
use of fueion power. But it must,be rememberid that physicist& working on fusion
power are roughly in the situation of scientists working on fission in early
1942: ey believe that their concept will Work, but have not yet proved it by
exper nt. ConsIdaring the engineering problems of building a fusion reactor
once th concept
of circunstknaes
supply ,.until the

to be true.

is proved, it seems safe to say that fusion point* under the best
will not make an appreciable contribution to the nation's energy
21st century, unless the most optimistic prldietions turn out
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1.The type of nuclear rtactor, that ax presently using in our nuc1(.ar

power plants is the

2. Light water fisSion reactors use as a fuel source.

3.. One of the biggest problems associated with our nuclemr.reacprs'
is in finding a safe method to store and/Or dispose of . I

k. Some'of the radioactive waste materials mast be kept strictly Isom

lated from `the environment for

5. Another type of nuclear reactor that is under study and being r.

developed in other countries is the

6. The liquid metal.faat, breeder reactor uses asa coolant
instead of water.

7. Sodiun is a highly chemically reactive metal that wiEtburcif it
is exposed to

8: The breeder reactor produces which can be

fashioned into nuclear weapons.

9, Scientists have been

a power so.trce

10. No one hAs yet been
hold together even for a

breeder reactor

plutonium
lignt water fusion reactor
confinempt fluid
Uranium ')

yorking for 30 gears to control as

I

abre to make .3.$ that will

fraction of a'second needed to achieve fusion.

tr

/

fusion '

water or air

radioactive nuclear vas.'
liquid sodium

thousands of Years
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sGIGTHEDHAL RNERGY 4

Geothermal energy is the natural heat oG the 'earth. Thia heat an be apped '-%

by drilling into the earth, and can be turned into usable energy by running/ urbizinf

to generate electricity.

At present the only large-scale geothermal power generation complex in the .

country is the Geysers field in California, whose electrical output is 502 mega-

watts. The only geothermal facility of doaparable size 4s in Italy, and there are

amaller_auch plants in other parts of Italy and in Japan.

-These; facilities use a rare natural phenomenon called 'dry steam." This si

produted when hot water bona in an underground reservoir. Spas of the result

steam dondenses on the aurrounding rock,. and the rest reaches the surface. Dryt

steam be used in aturbine withoetthe need for a boiler. There ame probleia

witd steamamong them the pollution created when.Rinerals such as sulfur are

role with the steam. bit this form of geothermal energy is the most easily

usa el and unfortunately the That available.
.

"Wet steam" is created when underground water,is heated by surrounding rock

to the boiling point, Out remains liquid because of high underground preasure.

This water flows to the surface when wells are drilled in the right place*, in a

mtture that is 10 to 20 percent ateaa and the rent hot water. A well-known ex-

ample is the geysers at Yellowatone National Park. Power production. is complicated

with wet steam because theateam must first be separated frcm the hot watee before
I

fr

it can be madoto. run a turbine.
,

Wet steam now is being used to generate( eiectricity.i4 New Zealand, where

the steam is used directly to'turn a gensratoc, and a Mexico, when the hot

water is used: tO heat isobutane (a liquid with a lower boiling point than water)

which turns the generator. A number pf wet steam.reservoirs have been identified

in the United,States, chiefly in the western part of the country. The effort to

tap them, resources is 'in its earliest stage.

third form of geothermal energy is "geopressurized systems," reservoirs of

watery trapped far underground at high pressures, usually mixed with natural gas.

Petroleum exploration has discovered a number of such reservoirs in a belt run-

ning 750 miles along the Gulf Coast. There is hope for quick commercial use of

these reservoirs, but there is a layk of knowledge about then, especially insofar

as how long the high pressures willast. Thus ,there could be reluctance to ilk-

veep large amounts of money in the deep drilling` needed to reach the geopresaurized

systems. .
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The fourth and mast common form of geothermal energy is' hotAtiry rock,
N

which
is found near, the surface in large areas of the world, inciuding,a substantAl por-
tion of the western part of.the U. The potential energy of the western states'
hot rock areas is very large, but use of this energy depends on both an increase in
knowledge about this resource and major advances in technology. To tap these re-
sources, it 13 proposed to drill a hole,deep into the rock formaliOns, fracture the
rock either by explosives or hydraulically, pump water down and withdraw the heated
water through another hole, extracting the heat to generate electricity. .Tho essen-
tials of this techpique are tormsonly used in oil drilling technology, but their
applicationtto hot rock systems is still in the experimental stages. Energy produc- ' "

tion from the normal heEit gradient of the earth would require a major advahce over
the technology needed to tap hot roc resources.

The speed with which geothermal resources are brought into:use obviously depends
on a number of economic and technical factors. The best estima4e.is that the nation's
geothermal resources will be supplying only a small part of the country's energy needs
by the year 2000.

SOLAT1 ENERGY
1

Most of the earth's energy comes from the sun. Jihat is needed now is a way of
harnessing solar energy other than the method of first allowing solar energy to pro-
duce organic naterial and then having the organic material turn into fossil fuels
by geological activity.

The potential of solar energy seems almost unlimited. A solar energy panel of
the National science Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion estimated that all the electric needs of _the U. S. in 1969 could hive been met
by converting 10 percent of the energy received by just 0.14 percent of the U. S.
land area into electricity. But solar energy is a diffuse; low.temprature heat
source, ard4it must 6e transformed into a more concentrated, hotter form for practi-
cal use.

SCLAR7HEATING AND COOLING

There are a number of buildings in, the U. S. using'3olar energy for heat.
ERDA's forecasts are for as many as 2,000 residential units and 400 commercial units
using solar energy eit.her through private research funds or by purchase of some of
tie commercial solar energy heating units now on the market.

It is posSible for a solar. heating unit to serve as a slApplement to a convention-
al heating systpm,Although are areas of the United states have enough sunlight for
the solar unit to serve as the main source of heat, with a conventional system as
backup. :Such a solar unit would have a collector, facing soath for maximum solar
exposure, with an area of 4019 to 600 square feet. The collector, surfaced with glass
or pla4tieftraps energy through the "greenhouse effett"--allowing short wave length
solar energy LI enter, and retaining longer wave length infrared energ$. The trapped
energy heels an, abprhing surface and Is transferred to a fluid, usually water, to be
stored.and.used.to heat the house. While energy can be stored for as long as three
ays, a conventional heating system is usually required as a suppletoent, since the

1 st'surishIne eeema to be in leas needing the most heat.

L.wlar cooling i3 u core complex technical problem,,since it requires higher
0 4



temperatures to use solar energy to run heat-actuated air conJitioners. But it is

regarded as a highly promising area for research and development, since there is

,a coincidence tetween the peak times of energy use (mostly for air conditioning)

. in ft given area and the amount of solar energy arriving in that area.

Use of solar energy for heating and cooling
depends not so much on technical

advancesworking solar energy heaters have been used for decades in sunny parts

ofthe worldbut on a resolution of the problems involved in introducing an uni.

conventional technology into a market as fragmented as the U. S. housing industry.

S dies by NSF show that two-thirds of all building are solar candidatesabout

40 million buildings by the Year 2000. One expert, Charles
Alexander of Young-

et wn State University, estimates that half of the new hosts in the U. S. will

ha e solar heating and tooling by 1985. A more conservative
estimate, made by a

Jo t NSF-NASA panel, is that 10 percent of new homes gill have solar heating by

19 5. Since heating and air conditioning'of buildings and homes takes a tre-

me dais amount of energy, this prodising use of solar energy could take someof

the burden off other scarce energy supplies.

Solar Electricity Generation
.

Solar cells capable of converting 19 percent or more of incident sunlj,ght

directly to electricity are now available, but their cost is 100 times the price

per kilown4 of conventional generating plants. An important need in making such

generating systems practical is the development of a way of storing electricity for

use during times when the sun is not shining. A number of sys;eas here been pro-

posed, including the sort of pumped-water
facilities already in use with convention-

al generating sources. Other proposals include giant flywheels,.whose effective-

ness has not been proved in practice.
,-

The NSF has said that solar cell systems for schools and shopping' centers

could be In 9ze by the early 1980's. Central generating plants are not expected

to be operatilnal before 1990.

A proposal to orbit a giant array of solar cells at an altitude where its

orbit would keep it above a fixed split on earth has been made. The electricity

from this array would be beamed back to earth by microwaves.; Sbch a station would

be orbited with the use of the space shuttle. It is not expected to become a

reality until some time in the 21st century.

The concept of building a solar thermal generating station which would use

lenses or reflectors to concentrate the sun's heat for operation of a turbogenera-

tor'is also being explored. Such systems have b*ken run experimentally in many

areas, but a number of practical engineering questions remain to be answere¢. It

is estimated that spch a plant in the
southwestern part of the U. 5. would require

10 square miles
ofollectors, covering an'area about half the size of the_laland

of Manhattan, to generate 1,000 megawatts. The NSF-NASA panel said that their

estimate is that solar therMal plants will represent' 10 percent of all new gener-

ating capacity after the year 2000 and will provide 5 percent of the nations

capacity by 2020

Wind Power
I

4

Wind poweOccpe under the heading of solar energy, since the w.nds Are sun-

driven atmospheric system's.

; / flit
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Windmills which were previously used in this country were made obsolete-by
electrification, but the concept has lived on. Scientists have identified a number.r`
of areas in the U. S. where the winds seem suitable for large-scale power produc-
tion. Although wind power requires large initial capital costs, there are no fuel
costs and no pollution. However, objections on esthetic grounds to putting huge
windmills on large tracts of unspoiled land try, be a problem.

5

NSF is studying the suitability of wind power at a number of sites. NSF and
NASA are cooperating in production of a 100 kilowatt wind turbame with a 125-foot-
diameter rotary blade on a 125 foot tower that will be tested at a NASA facility
in Sandusky, Ohio. Experience with this unit will determine when and if the next
step to larger units will be taken. The problem of energy storage comes up again
with wind power, since prOvision needs to be made for times when the wing is not
blowing.

Ther61 Gradient

A more speculative proposal would use the difference in the temperature of
surface water and deep.isea water to run huge generating stations. In the tropics,
solar heat keeps aurfaeewater at 80 degrees Fareheit or above, while water at a
depth of 2,000 feet is between 35 and 38 degrees. Experimental plants that gen,
erated electricity by utilizing this temperature gradient have been operated before,
but ceased operation because of damage by waves and currents.

ERDA has commissioned a number of studies on various aspects of solar sea-
,power, but there are no estimates of when such systems might be able to make a
meaningful contribution to national energy needs.

Tidal Power

Tidal power is another use of solar energy. A small plant in France has
been in operation since 1965, but progress elsewhere has been almost nonexistent.46.
A proposal to build such a plant in Maine has been debated for years, but has not
proven to be economically feasible. With a limited number of sites suitable for
tidal power generation, and the huge investments necessary to build such facili»
ties, the concept does not seem to be competitive with other energy sources.

Bioconversion

Bioconversion implies converting organic materials to fuels or directly to
energy..

A familiar form of bioconversion involves the use of wood as a fUel.
this era of high fuel costs, more and more people are choosing to supplement (or
even replace) their home heaters with wood-burning fireplaces Lnd stoves. From an
Industrial standpoint, however, trees currently {rave a higher value as a raw mater-
ial for products than as a fuel. New techniques are caking possible the use of,
more and more of the forest products as a raw material for items such as chipboard
and particle board. Thus wastes which would previously have been used as Nei by
the forestry industry are now being turned into products. Reseachara are contin-
uing to study methods of using wood as a fUel on a wide scale.. Methods being
studied include direct burning of wood, and using wood as a source of gaseous or
liquid fuels or as a raw material for organic chemicals. Proposals exist for

nb



Variera plantations" to grow short rotation ,tree crops or other plants to be

used as tuel.

PYROLYSIS OF SOLID WASTE

This process involves burning of solid waste in an oxygen-free atmosphere

to produce oil and gaseous products. Such wastes could include manure, gar-it

hage, paper, logging residue, some industrial waste, and newaie.k.,
-

)

A major difficulty with this method is that the waste material tends to

-be scattered in small amounts at various sites, and it would be enormously

expensive to gather it' at a location where it could be burned.

THINK ABOUT IT1

(True-False)
Geotnermal

1. Geysers field in Califoritanis the only large-;cale
geothermal complex in this country.

2. Dry steam can be used in a turbine without the need
for solar.

3. Aet steam is created when underground water is heated
by surrounding rock to the boiling point but remains
liquid because of high underground pressure..

4. The best estimate is that the nation's geahermal
resources will be supplying a major part of the
country's energy needs by the year 2000.

S 0lar

5. Solar energy is a concentrated high-temperature heat
source.

b. A solar collector'surfaced with glass or plastic traps
energy through the "greenhouse effect".

7, Solar cells :fable of coAverting 194 or more of incident
sunlighit directly to electrjcity are now available, but
their cost is 100 times the price per kilowatt of con-
conventional generating plants.

kind rower

3. mltr, with power, energy storage is never a problem.

Thernal Gradient

9,, It is estimated tat /sy 090,huo ocean thermal generating
plants will be able to supply uz, with nearly 25,,, of our

e1,3ctrical energy needs. /

Pyrolisiq of Solid ..aste

10, This process involves burninz solid waste-in an

oxygen -rich atmosphere.

9"
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
. t

Today's energy sources came into wide use because they were revely
.

cheapl.abundant, and efficient. The attractiveness of any of these alternate
energy sources will increase if the sources we are now using continue to become
expensive and scarce. It seems that no pt=omirsing source of energy, 11moiver

unconventional it tay be, should be neglected by a nation and a world that is
no dependent on a supply of energy and so unsure of the length of time that
supply will last.,

Basically, there are two paths that we nay follow as we strive

to firid ways in which we can meet our energy needs for the future,

One path is often described as the "hard path" and the other is the

"soft path". Consider some of the important characteristics of these

alternatives,

Hard Path

`1. High degree of advanced technology

2, Large technical staff for plannIng and development.
3. Long planning and developmental period

. 4. Large amount of capital investment'required

5. Cost and time involved in developing the technology are almost
impossible to predict

Soft Path' ,

1.. Rely on energy income] to meet energy budget
2. Diyerse--energy supply nade up of contributions from navy sources

3. Flexible and relatively low developnental costs
4. Easy to understand

5. Eatched in scale and in geography
6, ratched in energy quality to end-use needd

ahether we follow the hard path, the soft path, or some combina-

tion of the two, there are some very important tasks ahead of us, Some

of these nay boallefined as'follows:

' 1. Shift to new sources of energy '

. 2. Reduce per capita consumption of energy
3. &mphasize renewable energy sources
4. Change our lifestyles
5. Effectively manage and conserve the energy .that we ,have

6. Improve agriculture methods to be less energy intensive

7. Rebuild our railroad system
6. 'Decentralize energy use

'

fne ways in whir:I u3e enr,y undoubtedly will nave to change

in t.e war futtro. On a daily basis the United States, s,ith a p5pula-
..

tion tut is only around of the 1.011d'sipopulationt.consumes nearly

33; of world's energy resources, As fossil fuels becane n'ore scarce

IL is apparsmt that we will no loner be able to do thitit imhat part

,yol choose to put the Y.W in energy use?hill

z
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' -TiWK A3OUT Ill
\.....'

. 1.i Make two columns on your paper. Label one riard Path and the other .

.

,

5 'Soft Path. Now take the followin6 liyt and put each item in the column

where you feeleit belongs.

4 4 Fluidized combustion of coal
Coal gassification and liquifaction
Oil shale
Nuclear light water reactors
Nuclear breeder reactors'
Nuclear fusion reactors
Geothermal energy
Solar Heating
Solar Cooling ?

Solar electricity generation *
',and power

CCean Therm energy

Tidal pe r

Bioconversion
Caulking windows

1/4

InsiAlatin3 buildings Ivoperly
Adjusting therek5s6.ts to 69°F. in the winter and 7,50F. in tae summer

lUrning off the water while you brush your. teeth

Using a snail fue] efficient car '

dood stove or fireplace
'Obsarving the 55 nph speed lint

Car pooling
Insulation blanket on water heated
Setting the water heater' at 120°F,

Yanapin,. your own use of energy wisely

2. Discuss what you think is the best way for the United States ,to meet

its energy needs in the future.

4,
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the movement of air'and the energy it

produces
--Actiyity 13: To discover the relationship between .

the sun's energy and its use for pow9r.

-,-Bibliography and Projects are .extellant

McCombsplawrence W. and Nicholas Rosa, What's Ecology?, Reading,

,Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing-Company, 1978.

--Chapter.13, An Ecological Viewpoint, p. 219.

--a good summary of key ideas
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.
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.
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--excellent material for alternative efiagy sources
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-- Chapter 16(p. 130-141) discusses the question of

-technology and/or exploring alternatives as the

solutions to thenenergy crisis
r
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Teachers-Environmental Resource 'Unit: The Automobile. Brevard
County Schools,

--P. 19, interesting quote from Kenneth Cantor which
could be usvi.by students opposing the use of the -

4 automobile
.1

Teachers Environmental Resource Unit: Energy and Power. Brevard
County Schools.

5, Energy and the American Family
- -discusses average family,consumption relatiie to

Tips for Energy Savers, Washington, D.C.: Def)artment'eEnergy,-
1978. .

FILMS1

Individual County Public Schools havJany good films on energy
and the environment. The Secondary science Teacher's Handbook
has a complete listing of these films.

6

Hee loan films are also available at the regional Energy Informa-
tion Centers. ,Three-good films that may be obtained from these
centers are listed below:

Toast, Earth Chronicles./ 15 mint?.',

Energy: Less is Tore, Churchifl Films.,/, 18 min.

Energy Sources of the Future, McGraw Hill Films., 15 min.
1 -

/ AerRy in Perspective, Address given in sequence of activities.
28 min.

if,
103
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iiiIcIENr USE OF THE P
-

Con Hostetler

TADE 10, 11, 12

OBJECTIVES: . .

1. Demonstia.te'the effdtts of the following factors iflthe efficient
operation .of.the automobile. The factors are:
A. Starting an4 Breaking habits,
B. Use of Aar Cbnditioning.

C. . Cruising spilled.

1,%D. Tire Inflation*
2. Determine the Na es per gallon for variations
3. .Develop more effi t driving 6chniques.

"Running On.Bhpty" is an,excelient.35 ran film that is available on the
topics: Order from U.S.-Department of Energy Film Library, P.O. Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830. ,

*
- 1

in each of these factors.

sEguarl: OF ACTIVITIES:

Activity 1: The Effeq1of Accelerating and Braking on Fuel Economy.

The students are to divide into groups and each group is to drive over
a prescribed course ugingAione.of the folloWing acceleration and braking

= caMbinations. 0

1. "Jack Rabbl start ed "Panic" stop.
2. Moderately fast start and "Panic" stop.
3. Slow start and "Panic'; stop,
4. "Jack Rabbit " -start and Moderate stop.

5. Moderately fast start and Moderate stop.
Slow start and Moderate stop.

7. "Jack Rabbit:' start and slow°stop.

'8. Moderately fast start and slow stop.
9. Slow Start and 31,6w steady stop.
The students are to d6.ermine the miles per,gallon for each of these cam-
binations by filling.the gpoline tank before and after each journey arould
the oa-Ase. The makesw.per gallon can then be determined by dividing the
length of the course. in males by:the amount of gasoline needed to refill
the tank in gallon. This procedve is to be repeated by the students dur-

.

ing the following activities.

Activity 2: The EffectNof an Air Conditioner on Fuel Boonomy at Various

HighdarSkqeeds.
'

,,,

P students are to divide into two groups, one using the cars air condi-
tioner and one using-only open windows to ;cool the interior. Each group.

i. to travel, over the prscribed course at each ofthe following speeds:
it: A. 20 miles per hour

.., .

B.. 30 miles per hOur

C. 4b males per hour
D. 50 miles per hOur
At completion of each circuit of the course the males per gallon is to be
determined for each-vehicle. Following the completion of the four circuits

of the course, the two groups will then switch methods of cooling the inter-

ior.and repeat the above. The students then are to compare the fuel economy
of air conditioning and open windows at each speed for each seperate vehicle.

.104
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They then can establish the speed: if any that air conditioning becomes
more economical than just opening the windows. ;'

Activity 3: Ibe Efeect2 'sift Speed on Fuel E0D1100Y-

This activity is unoes because. it was included in activity 2. If it
is desired activity 2 be expanded upon by having the students travel

,--"-Around the course in speeds ranging from 20 males/hr to 55 miles/hr varying
thp speed each time,aroiind the course by 5 miles per hour. Thai they could
plot the moles per lion versus miles per hour on a chart anadetermine
thd optiaun speed f r fbel efficiency for each car,,

Activity 4: The fect,if Tile Inflation on Fuel Ebonomy.

The students are deterffiine the miles per gallon while completing the
course under the &Allowing conditions:

A. Inflating the vehicles,tires at the pressure recommended by the manu-
facturer.

.

eT,

B. Underinflating the tire7s, by two pounds of pressure.
\

.

C. Udderincating the tires by five pounds of pressure.
-

007erinflating the tires by two pounds of pressure.
E. Cverinflating the tires by five poundNof pressure.

After the miles oer aallon has been determines for each inflation pressure,
the optimun pressure for the best fuel mileage can be determined.

SKILLS To BE DAMDOPED:
1. Intelligent judgement in using the automotale as efficiently as possible.
2. Braking and starting techniques to improve fuel efficiency. .

.3. DeteiMihing miles pei- gallon.
/ 4. Determining optimum efficietcy or optamun mileage.

5. Making and reading graphs to use in deternumang optimun efficiency.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

1. Construction of graphs using given data.
2. Computation of miles per gallon using given data and studept reports on

the above activities.
,3. A Drivers - Ed Contest similar to the "Mobil Economy Run:"

'The Effibient Use of the Automobile Unit "-can be used in Physical Science in
the 'lint on eachanes and engines and in Earth Science in the section on petro-
leum. This unit can be accomplished in cooperation with the Drivers' Educat,ion
Department. The results of these activities are apt to expose several myths.
For example the car is usually more efficient with the air conditioner on at
speeds over 40 miles per gallon and moderately fast starts are more efficient
than plow starts.; (1,

,
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BIOMASS:% BENDABLE ENERGY SOURCE

Irma Jarvis

GRADE1E1.EL. lhgh Echcol (10 12) ecology, emironmertal science, marine
biology. -

pi,
-

GENERAL OBJECTItES: 1. To uncerstand jargon connectgd with biomass as an
alternative energy source.

2.1 To trace and identify energy flow through a biologi
. ,

cal system. r
3. To identify four major biomass sources and describe

the type of energy produced and how this is dope.

primary productivity, bioconversion
food chain . biomass .

prqducer biomass energy
herbivore orrivore

- carnivore scavenger

ticPhic level decomposer

aerobic anaerobic

KTY VOCABULARY:

SEQUD.CEOF ACTIVITLES: 1. Biomass is'made up of all the plants on our

planet.

Biorass,Jargon
, Biomass Energy is all the energy released when

plants are-eaten, burned or converted into fuel.
Primary productivity is the rate at %%filch biomass

is "fixed" by photosynthesis per unit area per
mit tire.

- Ppod chain is the passing of energy and nutrients
from plants to animals.
Tropic level - is take point at which energy
(chemical) has been transferred from one organism
to another (each step,of the way) sometimes refer-
red to as a niche.,

4 Produceis usually, plants, that corivert solar

energy into chemical energy.
Herbivore - is a plant eater.
Carnivore a mat eater.
Omnivore : Ys both a plant and meat eater.
Decomposer - usually fungi or bacteria, that break

down both'plant animal tissue to basic elements

to be recycled in living systeis.
Scavenger = eats leftovers or newly -.dead organisms.
Bioconversicn - changing energy trapped in plants
and animals into fuels or food readily available
for lq.len hse.

2. Encrty now through a biological system
11)

ACIDITY. Field trip margrovcs, salt marsh or we
Soler energy, is changed by plants into useable

energy.

This process Is called ph otosynthesis.

f 1 3

(see figure

tlands.

chemical
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hhen an organism eats a plant.for-food,%that energy is
changed into heat, usable nutrients and'energy by the process '.
we call respiration. This organism's referred tb as an
herbivore since he is a plant eater Or Vegetarian.

When the herbivore is eaten by another animal for food,
this energy transfer occurs again.

A flesh eater is known as a carnivore, and as a first
level or first, order carnivore indicting its closeness in
feeding to the herbivore.

When this carnivore is daten'by another animal, the se-
cond carnivore is referred to aS.a, second level or second
order carnivore, etc.

This predator - prey, relationship continues untils an

animal with few, if any, predators, and it is known 'as a
top carnivore.

Scavengers are our.garbage collectors. They feed on both

herbivores and carnivores -'newly de'ad.
Decomposers, made up of bacteria and fungi, recycle all

nutrients trapped in all organisms. Without t)e dead or n.
'isms would not decay.

P
3. Four major sources of biomass usable for alter-
, native energy sources. ,(Figure #2).

ACTIVITY: Newspaper articles on' renewable biomass resoUrces..
Solid wastes sewage, garbage, agricultural. waste'1....,"

Silviculture tree farmipg.
Aquaculture algae, fish farming.
Sea Farming - algae harvesting.

ACTIVITY. Grow chodrella cultures.
ACTIVITY: Students may build an aerobic digestor and'an anae- ,

robic digestor, each producing a usable alternative
4i energy. (Figure #3).

ACTIVITY: Decorated tree boxes in each classroom and offices.

SKILLS 1. Trace energy from solar to chemical through food chains in living
systems.

.

2. Identify biomass sources.
. 3. Identify bioconversion methods and alternative energies prodelfed. 3

,

ACTIVITIES - Additional
'1. Build,a model digestor

/A. Anaerobic model
b. Aerobic model

2. Collect magazine and newspper ,articles on renewable biomass resources.

3. Collages on biomass energy sources.
4. Decorated tree boxes in each classroom ancLoffice collect paper.

S. .Grow culture of chlorella to produce foodw6i energy.
6.- Char weight of papeY collected in Four vs. Energy Saved in Recycling.
7. .Cbmp tang of vegetable wastes fro cafeteria or home.
8. ' E riments to compare different asses including native ones, as to rate

of growth vs. total dry welait:

Sf
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9. Student's research and design projects experimental res lts.from
previous hands on activities. (Experimenta literature earth).

10. establish a cross-reference file-on subject.
11. Oral report-on an article on biomass energy source-.

RESOURCE-01
' 1. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Cutting Energy Costs: The 19de Yearbook

of Agriculture, U.S. Printing Office, 1980.
2. Cheremisinoff, Nicholas P., Paul N. Cheremisinoff and Fred Ellarbusch,

Biomass: Applications, Technology & Production, Marcel Dekker, Inc.,1980.
3. Anderson, Russell E., Biological Paths to Self-Reliance: A Guide to

Biological Solar Energy Conversion, Van Nostrand Rheinhold Corpany, 1979.
4. ,Sward, Ruth Leger, World Energy Survey, Rockefeller Foundation, 1979.
5. The Pio-Enefgy Council, Bio-Energy Council, Bio-Energy Council, 1978.
6. Hayes, Denis;, Energy: The ,Case for Conservation, Worldwatch Paper 4, 1976..:,
7. Coristans, 4adques, Marine Sources of Enerogx, Pergaman Press, 1979.
8. Moo-loung, Murzay Crahamef Farquhar, iaste Treatment & Utilization:

Theory & Practice,of Waste Management;41pergaman Press, 3979. ,

9. Considine, Douglas M., Energy lechnology Handbook, McCraw Hill Bodk
Conpany, 197"

Fig. #3 Classroom Model: Digestor
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Directions: Using vegetable wastes (plants) from the cafeteria or home, set up

an aerobic digestor which uses yeast and air to produce alcohol by fermentation
and an anaerobic digestor using no air to produce methane gas. The aerobic digestor
should be turned several times a day to circulate air. Fill only 1/8th full with
wastesandventoffaSesdail,y.Letrunforaboutaweek.It may be tested after
the first day.
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ENERGY LESSONS - SECONDARY SPECIAL EDUCATION

Christopher R. Crozier

The following. lesson plans will provide the secondary FMH or TMH students
with a basic understanding of todays energy problems. It will also incorporate
reading, writing, and math activities related to energy. Each lesson will use
2 to 3 hours of class time and 30 minutes of homework time.

r

Lessons to be taught:
1. What is Energy?
2. 'Energy Conseqation.
3. Using the Suns Energy
4. Using the Suns Energy -
5. Using the Suns Energy -
6. Using the Suns Energy -

,Solar hot wat r
Passive design
.Passive design
Photo-electi-ic

LESSON ONE: What is energy?

GRADE LEVEL: Secondary Special Education
7

GENERAL OBJECTIVES. 1. The student will be able to define energy as the ability
to do work.

2'. The student will be able to,name the major energy sources.
(mechanical, chemical, electrical, nuclear, heat, and
light).

KEY VOCABULARY: Energy, mechaical energy, theme& energy, electrical energy,
nuclear energy, heat energy, and lipt energy.

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
1. Classroom demoristvtion of toy electric cars.
2. Trace the path of the electric energy used by the toy car back to'its ori-

ginal source. (sun)
3. Ask the class for examples of other things that use energy and trace therm

power back to their source. (examples family cart, light bulbs., cranige, etc.)

4. Identify big energy spenders and small energy srynd rs. .

5, Have each student keep a list of Enerwords' used du ing the lesson.
6. Identify instances of energy waste.
7, Compare energy use by the class with a class of fift years ago.
8. Take an e ectric meter reading on the school electri meter, read it again

an hour 1 ter and determine the amount of energy used by the school each
hour

9. Determine the cost of energy to the school for each ho r.
10. HOmework Ask each student to make a list of all the ays his or her family

uses ener and ask them to identify the types used.
11. Film En rgy A Family Album #518. (free loan) DOE TIC Film Library,P.O.

Box 62., Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

SKILLS .TO BE DEVEIpPED: 1. Enerwords' vocabulary, writing
2. Reading ark electric meter
3. Subtraction and multiplication in figuring kw's

used by school and cost.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE. Oral or written elialuatiorl'depending on particular student.
1. What is energy?
2. Name several different forms of energy.

111 1 20.



/LESSON TWO: Energy Conservation

GRADE LEVEL:- Secondary Special Education

GENERAL OBJECTIVES. 1. The student will be able.6 name several different
ways by which energy is being wasted ,ifi the community. '

KEY VOCABULARY: Meat lost, insulation, conservation, wasted energy.

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
1. Take the class. on a survey tour of the school'to find examples of energy

be4k lost or saved.
2. Ask each student to make a list of the example found.
3. Discuss with the class their findihg.
4. Have each student add to his Enerword list.
5. Discuss ways in which energy in the school could'be saved.

thermostat settings, hot waver heater settings, etc.)
6. Take the class outside the schoq and look for:more examples

being lost or wasted.- (examples, large cars in the parking
for the building, passive solar design of building etc.)

7. Have each student keep a listof these.
8. Homework have each student survey his or her home and make

ays energy is being wasted or saved.'
9. Film - Energy Proofing Your Horn #547, DOE TIC Library, P.O.

Ridge, TN 73NO. (free loan - 10 manutes) /

SKILLS TO BE DEVNLOPEIT! 1'. Enerword vocabulary, writing

i '

EVALUATION PROCEDURE. 1. Oral or written evaluation depending on level of
x particular student. 1

. a. Name -several different way's in which energy is

being wasted or saved in' the community., /
.

(Insulation,

of energy

lot, ,shade trees.

a list of.

Box 62, Oak

LESSON THREE: Using the Suns' Energy..

GRADE LEVEL: iSecondary Special Education.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES. 1. The student will be able to identify a way in which
solar energy can be used to replace a conventional
energy form.

fle ITY VOCABbLARY. Solar energy, solar collector, thermometer, temperature, mag:
nifying glass, efficiency.

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
1. 'Have the student construct dimple hot water solar heaters.

MATERIALS. carious color opaque and solid plastic glasses of the same size,
clear plastic wrap, rubber bands, styrofoam cups,'aluminum foil,

thermometer , canned drink coolers, magnifying glassps, and card-

board-boxe

PROCEDURE FOR CONS ve each student one glass of water and challange
him to construct a solar water heater that will
produce hot wafer faster then anyone else's. Tell

him he may use any or all of.the materials listed

above. . -4

a
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2. Have each student record the water temperature\
of his water before it is4placed in the sun, S
minutes after being placed in the son, andagain
every 5 u es it is in the sun for one hour.

3. Have one s u nt record the air temperature in
.\ the same er.

.. 0
"4. Haire one student run a control deb' water glass

without any other factors involved and have him
. .

9
also record the temperature of-the water in the

cr
, same manner. .

-,.... .

.. : S. 'Alter One hour in sun see who has the hottest
11. water:

.

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITY: 1. Have each student plot a graph of the temperatures
recore during the hours in the sun and shade.

4 2. 'corpare graphs by posting all graphs on a bulletin
board and discuss with students the reasons for
differences.

3. Place each students' solar water heater in the shade
t

an
,

d record water temperatures again every & minutes
for another ht.

. ..,.

4. Have each stud t write a short paragraph telling
44

how he could have made his solar water heater more

., A , efficient:
.

.

SKIL,C5 TO BE DEVELOPED. 1. Readin; a thermomete,rr Vocabulary Enerwordsa
. 2. Plotting a graph.

t. Writing a paragraph. 0
:

EVALUATION PROCUDURES. 1 Oral or written depending din individual student
level., define key vocabulary words.

2. Homework Each student will conduct a home hot
.Water heater.suivey. They will record.:

0 a. type of water heater (gas, electric, solar)
b. the temperipre at which the hot water is set.
c. the use of :insulation on'pipes and water heat-

er. .

., d: The amount of hot water'used each day and the .

. use. ,

LESSONFCUR: Using the Suns' Energy. . .

:RADE LEVEL: Secondary Sp ilLEducation .0
i

('
. / ,

GENERAL CTIVES. The student will b abtb to4dentify ways inwhich a home
. .

. maybe passively hebted qr cooled.
. I

KEEL( VOCAIJULARY: passive solar design, roof overhang, ventilation
r 0

.

.

SEQUENCE OF StaIVT?F-5. .. .;rt
, 1. Divide the class into two group, ,

.

-2'. In one group, earn individual is tp build a cardboard box tpse that will

0 -`,..get as hot as possible when placed in thq sun.
3..-`4n the other group, each individual will build a cardboard box house that

will stay as cool as possible when placed in the sun.
.

1131;32
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IIATERIALS.. Enough cardboard boxe s of equal size so that each student has one,
different color paint, clear plastic wrap, tape, aluminum foil,
a large. supply of different size pieces of cardboard.
After the cardboard houses have been constructed have each student
write a short paragraph telling why he thinks his house will get,-
hot or stay cool.

.53

SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED: 1. Milting a paragraph.
2. Fine motor skills.

HOMEWORK.- Have each student draw a simpSeccfloor plan
of the house he lives in. Note the directio4 the

house faces, the placement of windows, the amount'of
roof overhang, the color of the house and the roof and
the positft of -shade trees.

LESSON FCUR CONTINUED: .Using the Suns' Energy, and passive design.

GRADE LEVEL: Secondary Special EduCation.
I

ktY,VOCAEULARY: passive solar design ra)f overhang, ventilation

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES: .ta t

1. Have each student record the interim: temperature of his cardboard house
before itOts placed in direct sunlight.

2. Have each student place his house outside'in direct sunlight
3., Have each student record the interior temperature of his house every 5

minutes for one hour.

4. Aftor.on hour see which house has the hottest interior and which house

has the coolest interior.
Se Have each student plot a graph Of the interior house temperatures for the

hour. they were in the sun.

6. 'Discuss lath the studehts.the possible reasons for differences. vok

7. Have each student write a short paragraph telling why his house got hot or
stayed cool while it was in the sun.

SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED: 1. Reading a thermometer.
- 2. Writing a paragraph.

3. Vocabulary skills.
1.'4.. Plotting a graph.

EVALUATIONTROCEDURES': Oral or written depending on
passive design.
Homework Each. student will

why his house is or is not a

LESSON FIVE:= Electricity from the sun.

TRADE LEVEL: Secon4ry Special Education.

the individual. Define

write a paragraph telling
good passive design.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES. The student
'

will be able to tell what a photo-electrical

cell does.

t")

KEY VOCABULARY. photoelectric cell, photon, direct' sunlight, cost factor, D.C.,

volt ohm meter.

1
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SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES: 4

Materials needed photoelectrical cell large enough to power a small D.C.
motor with a propellor attached, D.C. motor with propellor attached, volt
ohm meter.

1. Take the class somewhere where there is direct sunlight.
2. Hodk up the D.C. motor to the photoelectric cell and aim it at and then

away prom the sun.
3. Next explain what a volt ohm meter does,
1. Connect the photoelectric cell to the volt ohm meter and record the out-

put of the cell when it is facing thg sun directly and at various angles

to the sun. Also try using direct and indirect sunlight.
5. Back,in class, have the studentsindividually plot a graph showing the

output of the cell under the different conditions.
6. Next using a 100 watt light bulb as an energy source re cord the output

of the photelectric cell at various distances from the light bulb.
7. Have the class plot a graph of the photoelectric cells output with

the light bulbs,as a source.
8. Compare the graphs of output for the sun condition and the bulb-condition.
9. Discuss with the class the differences.

a 0

HOMEWORK Have the students count the number of light bulbs used in their
EFiigrTd have them determine how many photoelectric cells, similar to one
used in classilthey would need to run all of those light bulbs.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES. Each student fill be evaluated orally or in writing
depending on the individual. Ask students to. define

key vocabulary words.

S
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